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Political Point Of View

Black Politicians View The 70s
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Although I do want to destroy
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up little things that happen
ing the black community, his Democratic Executive Commit- point, that we need a new I Harrel C. Moore. candidate aspirations. But they disagree between white and black and cal position. He holds that
methods for change may seem tee in 1962, and seeking re- kind of politics. We have the for the office of county corn- on whether the black leaders calling all of them race issues." "Whatever task there is to
political strength to have a , missionei and perhaps the in Memphis and the slowly
be done" he will seek neeither, radical, moderate, or
election, states that he does black mayor. But there mustlfirst black to seek this posi- expanding middle class in the
cessary "means to aid in solvDAVIS — "The Ad Hoc Com- conservative. H o w ever,some
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than
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don't
was a means to end racism Fred Davis, the youngest They
See Page 3
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to
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and repression."
(Editorial Nqte) This ls a
four week series done bs
Debbie Detente, associate
editor of Tri-State Defender, dealing with issues affecting black people as
seen through the eyes of
black politicians,
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School Board
Prexy Shoots
Black Youth
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Johnnie Johnson
To FederalPost

Harold E. Weaver, Presidept
Memphis
of Hulbert-W e s t
School Board shot an 18 year
WHITE HOUSE HITS NAACP
old Black Youth. It was reported to thit-Tri-State Defend- Johnnie Johnson, Jr., of 2123
A White House Aide Has accused the c:liairman of,
er that Calvin Coleman, an 18 Bennett Ave., has been apyear old Black Youth was shot pointed Legal Assistant in the
the board of the NAACP of an "unfair and disheart—
in
the leg. The trial was de- United States Attorneys Office
a
In
Administration.
Nixon
the
ening attack on
layed until July 13 because as for the Western District of
Leonard
Spottswood,
lengthy letter to Bishop Stephen
one citizen said. "The young Tennessee, located here in
man had to go to the doctor be- Memphis, Tennessee. The UnitGarment, special consultant to the President on Civil
cause of his leg.
ed States Attorney for this DisRights, accused the Bishop of searching out ways to
The youth was reported sit- trict is Mr. Thomas F. Turley,
portray the actions of the Administration in the worst
ting on the front porch of a Jr.
friend's home when Weaver Mr. Johnson's duties will be
possible light, rallying false fears and reinforcing
drove up with his son, William to understudy the Assistants in
every anxiety. Mr. Bishop had obviously listened
Bill Weaver who is running for the United States Attorney's Ofto many of Vice President Agnew's speeches.
Crittendon County Sheriff.
fice and Law Clerk of the U.S.
*
•
*
Coleman said the incident Attorney. He will be appointed
stemmed from two years ago Assistant United States AttornBLOOD BIAS STILL RULES IN LOUISIANA
when be and other youths ey Upon successfully passing
legisblack
only
BATON ROUGE, La. — Louisiana's
were playing on Crittendon the Tennessee Bar ExaminaCounty Road and broke the car tion, to be held on July 19 lator said he is surprised at the opposition and anger
window of Al G. Byford, Byford July 20.
created by his efforts to remove racial labels from
swore out a warrant for Cole- A native of Memphis T e nblood supplies at state hospitals. The Louisiana House
man's arrest, shortly after nessee, Mr. Johnson attended
Coleman left the state f or Illi- Hamilton High School. He playdefeated the move by Rep. Ernest Morial of New
nois in October. He returned ed football at Hamilton a n d
Orleans after half an hour of debate which one legisto Crittendon County on Novem- was named Gridiron Great of
lator told the house he did not want any "nigger'
ber 22, 1969, and Byford called 1962-1963. He went to Morris
JOHNNIE JOHNSON
the police on Coleman upon Brown College in Atlanta, Ga.,
blood" in his veins.
learning of his return to Ar- in August, 1963. He played foot• • •
kansas.
ball there on a four year Ath- er at Radio Station W C I T,
BLACK LEADERS SEEK INVESTIGATION ON
Coleman again left the coun- letic Scholarship. He graduated Lima, Ohio; Assistant Director
of Bradfield Community Center,
ty. returning March 1970.
in May 1967.
CUBAN REFUGEE RELIEF
Clerk in the International Revthen
During
Johnson
one
Mr.
to
meeting
Bywent
with
MIAMI — Black leaders, rankled by a federal $112
ford the youth reported that Ohio Northern University enue Service and Legal Intern
million Cuban Relief program "while our needs are
Byford told him that if Cole- School of Law in Ada, Ohio in for the Allen County Legal SerMiss
sictim.
crash
a
for
Replane
tlement
—
INJURIES
man paid ten dollars he would September, 1967. Wbile at Ohio vices Association.
CRASH
MILLIONAIR
investiCongressional
Si
neglected," have demanded a
Beasley was paralyaettl from the hips down
is
Ind.,
the charges.
drop
Indianapolis.
27,
Beasles,
Mr. Johnson is married to
Northern, Mr. Johnson won the
becca
gation of all federal programs in Dade County. The wheeled out of Chicago Circuit Court by her
after a North Central Airlines crash at
Weaver and his son called Best Oral Argument on t h e Mrs. Berthiness Theodocia
demand was made during a heated meeting between parents Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Beasely, after
O'Hare airport which killed 27 persons and
Coleman over to their car. On Most Court Team and was a Johnson of Tampa Florida, they
and left 26 injured. Jury returned verdict
approaching the car Herbert member of the National Most have two boys. Johnnie
2
the Black Coalition and white city and County offi- Judge Joseph Wosik awarded her what he
after a three week trial. (See Story Page 1)
Weaver demanded the Coleman Court Team. He graduated years and Gregory 1 year.
setcials. The meeting was the 'second since last week's -termed a nation-wide record $1-million
get in the car.
from Ohio Northern University
Mr. Johnson is the son of
Ghetto violence.
On Coleman's refusal t he on May 28, 1970.
Mrs. Beulah Johnson and the
•
*
•
elder Weaver pulled a doubleMr. Johnson previous employ- late Mr. Johnnie Johnson, ge.,
barreled derringer and repeat- ment hat been News Announc- of Memphis Tennessee.
WHITE BACKLASH BRINGS
ed his demands. Coleman said
NIcMILLIAN ANOTHER WIN
Billy Weaver then jumped from
the ear, grabbed his arm and
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Rep. John L. McMillan, D-S. C.
his father Herbert shot Colethe congressional supervisor of the District of Columman in the leg.
ImproveCounty
The
Crittendon
black
bia, rode a white backlash to a victory over a
They then placed Coleman in
ment Association's Earl County the back seat of the car, took
opponent to his 17th-term nomination. McMillan, 72
Naomi Iris Bryant of 1869 annual scholarship awards are Chapter is calling for a total him to
combination store
indicated the "interference" of the Souther Christian Benford Street, Memphis has selected on the basis of scho- boycott of all area Downtown and post the
office run by the elder
Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the "biased" re- won a $1,000-per-year Schenley lastic aptitude test scores and Stores until ''black people are, Weaver and his wife, wrapped
col- school records by an indepen- employed i n such areas as' his leg in rags and took him
porting of National Television networks helped boost Wholesalers Foundation
scholarship. Subject to dent committee appointed by clerk, stock handlers, manage- to the Critendon County Hospilege
him to his easy victory over Dr. Claude Stephens in the maintenance of an ade- Educational Testing Service of ment positions. The reason be- tal. Coleman was later transferthe Demearatic primary runoff.
quate scholastic record, it is Princeton, N. J. Miss Bryant ing that "blacks make up 82% ed to the John Gaston Hospital
* • •
for a full four-year university was one of only ten applicants of the population and should in Memphis
who were fotind qualified for hold a majority of the jobs"
undergraduate course.
•
•
1
ROMNEY SEES RACIAL REVOLUTION
fall scholarships this year.
member
a
was
Bryant
RUNS F0 It
BLACK
WOMEN
Miss
Housof
Secretary
U.S.
BERLIN — George Romney,
In addition to this year's ten :JAYOR IN EARL ARKANSAS
that
class
gradsenior
the
of
ing and Urban Development told a news conference uated from Carver High School new winners, the Foundation - Mrs. hick Greer is running
the United States is "in the middle of a racial revolu- in June. Her scholarship starts reports that it is contributing for Mayor of Earl Arkansas
17 carry-over scholarships and her Husband is running for
tion." Romney, on a tour to study European urban with this fall's academic year, to
previous Councilman of the 3rd Ward.
for winners from
atto
it
use
to
plans
she
and
problems said the isolation and separation of poor tend Mount Holyoke College. years.
TOURREL GILMORE' VOTand minority groups is the most explosive American
ERS LEAGUE is having an all
presiShe was sponsored by Star Miss Bryant was vice
out campaign to get black peoproblem. "We are experiencing another revolution," Distributing
stuschool's
high
her
of
dent
Co. of 757 Gallaple registered for this years
he to:d newsmen at West Berlin's Tempelhof airfield. way Avenue, important local dent council, and chairman election.
Secretary of the orwas
liquor distriblitor that is a of Senior Class Day. She
ganization
is Elder Thompson,
• • •
member of the Schenley Whole- chosen for Who's Who Among a CME Methodist Minister.
StuSchool
High
American
saler Foundation.
DESEGREGATION FIGURES CONFUSING
ALL BLACK TOWN INCORPOdents.
RATED: The all black town of
Shown above are the winner and allerstatise In WTMA's
Statistical reporting on School deseg- The Foundation scholarship
NASHVILLE
Sunset Arkansas has been inCover
Girt Contest. They afe from left to right,
she
School,
'High
Carver
At
mainly
erratic,
an
financed
roller-coaston
run
to
is
program
continues
regation
Miss Mary R. Bailey. currentis working toward her Docwas a member of the French corporated. It's Mayor is Mr.
from
dues
membership
by
counting
for
"desegregated"
er path. One— standard
tors Degree at Columbia University-New York. 2nd AlterStar Club, the Sub-Deb Society and Green.
in eluding
wholesalers
•
•
students runs the figure up, and another method Distributing that handles Schen- the Thespian Guild. She is a
nate; Miss Forestine Frasier. 9th Grade English Teacher
at Cypress Jr. High School-Memphis, Miss Cover Girl 1971
City
School
Memphis
produces a radically different standard for report- ley products, and by contribu- member of National Honor THE COMMI:NITY ACTION A
and Miss Teressa Jean Johnson. 1979 graduate of Hamilton
Society.
will meet next week Teacher, O. Bernard Johnson
ing desegregation statistics limits the comparison of tions from Schenley Industries, She was her school's reporter COUNCIL
has
,
at
the
Service
High
his
School 1st Alternate. Runnersup eectived watches.
Neighborhood
announced
candidat,
comdistilling
big
the
Inc.,
change from year to year. And each figure has to be pany.
for the Memphis Citizen, and a Center to get people more in- foi delegate to the Costatitu• The WDIA Cover Girl reeeiees a fabulous weekend trip
to %Hants Georgia. where she'll visit allows, clubs a • ill
teen-age repOrter for Station terested in federal programs bona, Convention from Shelby
See Page 2
Winners of the Foundation's WOIA.
that are available to the area. Connty.
generally be shown the town.

Memphis Girl
Wins Scholarship

•
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News, Views
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National News Scope
Continued From ['age I
studied carefully to determine the criteria. The latest
eyebrow raiser comes from the U.S. Department of
Justice, with a prediction that 97 per cent of the
3.1 million black students in 11 Southern states will
attend school in desegregated systems this fall. Asst.
Atty. General Jerris Leonard released that figure and
declared, "For all practical purposes, the dual
school employment standards of the South will be
eliminated by Sept. 7.
•

*

*

CHURCH-STATE CONFLICT WIDENS

MOM.

Shown above 4th and 5th from the left on
the front row are Mrs. Mable White and
Geneva Fox who were winners front the
Memphis District Centeet held by North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company.
They were among at National winners. The
prize was a Caribbean Cruise that took

SALISBURY, Rhodesia — There is to be a deep and
prolonged conflict here between church and state.
This follows a sweeping election victory by Premier
4issole
Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front Party under a Constituthem to Port Antonia, Kingston and Montion which was condemned last year by the country's
tego Bay aboard the Starward Ship. They
leadership as un-Christian and contrary to the
church
Airport
are being seen off at the Memphis
teaching of the Bible. This crisis centers on two
by employees and well wishers of the Memphis Branch of North Carolina Mutual Lite
sore points—the newly elected Land Tenure Act, and
Insurance Company.
the five per cent reduction in salary grants to black
missionary-run primary schools. The land Tenure Act
contest.
the
prohibits black and white Christians from worshipping
comPetition in
On June 19, 1970 Mrs. Fox together unless they have a permit from a governand Mrs. White left on Flight
minister. Virtualy, it means that white missiona846 from Memphis Municipal ment
Airport for Miami. They board- ries who have come to Africa specifically to serve the
ed the luxurious ship. The Staw- the government to execute their duties. The Act also
ard. The cruise took the t w
as "voluntary asPort Antonia, requires the cttirches to register
They were the blempluans t o
Montego Bay and other ports in sociations," and if they do not, the government may
the district and the wonderful vacation land of
confiscate their properties.

11, 1971'

quire a certain amount of creative thought and advance planning. Sooner or later, most
people give some seri•us
By CARLOTTA WATSON, trees just 'pining away.'
thought to the later years beOld cause they usually have a defiCounselor
Dear Old:
nite target date in mind when
will be FORCED to retire.
of
they
stages
means
earlier
the
During the
Mousing: Be sure
BY which we live and the life, most of us are likely to No longer is retirement with a
ends FOR which we ii•e
acquire — consciously or un- comfortable income the ideal
have reached an EQUAL consciously — some sense of answer. No longer is 'doing
high level.
usefulness, merely by "d oing nothing for the rest of ones life,
Dear Carlotta:
what come naturally". B ut the answer. Actually, t Is a
we
that
I
and
feel
My friend
sooner or later most people whole idea of retirement is
have lived a very exciting life. realize that in order to build a psychologically unsound. For
But suddenly it has been growing estimate of themselves when one gets full possession of
brought into focus that in two it is not enough to take life as his time, with nothing to db,
years we both must retire. it comes and just do what nature begins to kill him. So by
Probably many have prepared comes naturally. Even some of all means with two years to go,
for this in their minds, a n d those who are right in the mid- find a bobby, or begin working
have accepted it. But we feel dle of all the responsibilities on a project. Find some kind of
completely helpless. We c a n- that attend the job of rearing productive work. Otherwise, you
not offer each other any solu- and supporting a family, may will degenerate into talking to
tion to our feelings. We look feel additional demands for per- everybody about your pains
forward to sitting under the sonal self-expression which re- and pills and income tax. The

Dear Carlotta

Certain cars have always made a statement
about the people who owned them.

N. Carolina Mutual Employees
Take Caribbean Cruise

Recently Mrs. Geneva F o x bean Cruise.
and Mrs. Mable White of the winners from
North Carolina Mutual Life In-i among 3.5 winners from all dissurance Company's Memphis trict in the company system.
District took part in the Presi- There are more than 1.200
dent's Club Convention Carib- agents which produced much
. •etinale:Vn9r.4itTASSies,Meoselzerterefensaffilititt.

1Defender's

Jamaica. Gala activities were
held daily. They reported haying a wonderful time and plen- •
ty of chatter.
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24 KING-SIZE BOTTLES
RETAIL PRICE $234 Per COM
SHOP PRICI

FANTASTIC!
TENNIFYINI!
UNBELIEVABLE!

COMMUNITY COLLAGE

e:C•1)1

You Can Own The Ultimate Escape Machine For Onlv

Humes Field Dtxie Homes Giants vs Police Center No. 2
Cobras

0•2
.1.

JAMES FRANCISCUS
GILA GOLAN
RICHARD CARLSON

85375
You're in good company in a WontDriver Toronado by Oldsmobile.

(One Bleck West of Summit, end Mandant,011)

MID-TOWN: 241 N. CLEVELAND

Georgia Field Police Center No. 3 Blues vs Police Center No. 1
Cubs

RED BALLOON PLAYERS will be presenting plays in
various parks around the Memphis Community this summer.
On Thursday and Friday they win do two plays at Winchester
Park and at Treadwell Park. The two Plays being presented are Finn a take of on Jack and the Bean Stalk and the
"Rag Doll Princess." The Plays will be presented at 10:00
a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

.:4))
7. 11)

OUT EAST: 663 AVON

Morris Field Lauderdale Courts Mets vs Police Center No. 2
Vikings

.Five innings of play
All games start at 9:00 am
Police Officers are serving as coaches and umpires for the
league.
• • •

Fully equipped, including Vari-Ratio Power Steering, tandem power disc brakes fiberglass belted, whitewall tires, 375 hp. rocket 455 V-8 Turbo Hydra-matic transmission,
foam padded, 6 way electric front seat, electric clock, tinted glass, push button radio.
cruise control, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, door edge guards, deluxe seat belts,
custom interior, front and rear auxiliary floor mats, power windows and many other
accessories.

(
case
„o!)
$iii
„us

POLICE YOUTH DEPT BASEBALL PROGRAM STARTS
JULY 7TH The Community Relations Bureau of the Memphis
Police Departmatit is presently sponsoring a Baseball League
among the PYP groups for boys age 11 to 16. They are playing
twice we kly, and would appreciate any publicity they could
get for the youngsters. The schedule for next week, July 7th
is as follows:

Kansas Field Police Center No. 4 Tigers vs Police Center No. 1
Braves

Today,Toronado can say a lot about you.
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Today...TOM MUMFORD
is a Skilled Craftsman.

ST. JUDE TO HOLD SKATLNG PARTY
A skating party will be held Saturday, July 11th at Skateland-Lamar from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, to benefit St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The public is invited.

CAROL WHITE PAUL BURKE

iar

• Ttettlaid

Admisison is $1.50 per person and includes free lunch,
skate rental, eight hours of skating and door prizes.
All i,roceeds go towards research at St. Jude into leukemia and other childhood catastrophic diseases. St. Jude is a
charitable hospital for children.
Automatic Catering, Mrs. Drake's Sandwiches and Leonard's Bar-B-Q are providing free food for the skating party
and several area merchants have donated door prizes.
Skateland•Lamar is air conditioned and features 180-foot
long skating rink.

Buy U.S.
Saving

HE HELPS KEEP
REYNOLDS NO.1

N.U.L.E.O.A. To Ho41 Awards Day
The Memphis Chapter of the N.U.L.E.0 A. which consists of
Law Enforcement Office from various departments are having their first Annual Awarod Day at Grace Baptist Church.
1231 N. Manassas, Wednesday Night, July 8, 1970 at 8:00 p.m.

Bonds

R.J.Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Saem,N.C. 27102

III

Mew&oevonTurorre EMPLOYS.

rosram-Drector
Les Anderson "Soul Sense"
24 Hours 1070 For You

PUTTING OUR EMPLOYEES FIRST KIESPS US MIST IN THE TIMM= 111.1111N11111111
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The vultures are moving into done for in the area of leading
the political arena and the hus- Black people.
tle is in fast motion.
Black men and women are
The political campaign has concerned about their future
begun to resemble a game of and expect a fair shake from
hop scotch with so called lead- anything that they are shovelers hopping from one candidate ing out tax money for.
to another with no regard for
He's not interested in a hand
the causes of Black men but full of favorites, but a fair
much regard for the green amount of Black people workstuff.
ing in administrative positions.
The poor down trodden Black
He wants more Black instrucman will not be influenced by tors employed in all Tennessee
anyone's image, and candidates State colleges to name a few.
will be strictly running on their He is concerned about how a
One Of the more exciting 4th of July Celebrations, had to be
Christine Anderson, Thomas Holmes, Mrs. Bobbie Homes,
record
of honesty and fair governor would respond to a
the one pictured above. Five different family groups from
Clarence Collins, Mrs. Addle Grant, Mrs. Betty Driver, Mrs
play. The day is long gone for crisis.
five different states came together at the home of Mr. and
Gissie Lester, Mrs. Aladilyn Dennis and David Brown,
the worshipping of wheelers
BERKELEY, Calif. — (UPI) pellets and the gas-powered
Mrs. It T. Imes for the family reunion. On the front row
Standing are Samuel D. Jmes, Leon Stone, Denise Holmes,
He is gravOly concerned
and dealers cause Black brothseated from left to right are Althea And James Anderson
Wooden "broomstick bullets" rifle which fires them, were
—
Tommy Anderson, Fayke Anderson, Alm Almarie Jarnes,
ers are more serious than Ever about mental health, penal in- are the newest
Kenneth Holmes, Pamela Nichols, Lisa Nicohls, Gene Niriot weapon ofI
Mrs. Una James and Mrs. Naomi Dennis.
Hewitt said that several
before about their future and stitutions, hunger and u n e m- the Berkeley police.
chols and Kelvin Driver. Seated from left to right are Mrs.
go the Police Corncannot be fooled by Uncle T ployment.
missionera of Hong Kong visitbrothers or mercenary broth- He is worried about justice
The pellets — resembling' months
for the Black man.
ers.
1-',2 inch slices of a broom ed Berkeley and they had an
Any so-called political leader These concerns are very seri- handle — were used for the extensive discussion comparguilty of moving in on an issue ous and realistic to Black peo- first time against a Fourth of ing their riot problems.
Some might call the gather- dress some of them meeting each and Mrs. Gissie Lester, co- four children, Tommy, Faye, that was al ready in focus, ple and patience will grow thin July rampage of violence by
The wooden pellets, about
an inch and a quarter in diaming at Mr. and Mrs. B. T. other for the first time. In the :hostesses — all the daughters James, and Athea, Chief War- made a big noise, and forgot with any brother who attempts, radicals.
polic
spokesmn
said eter, travel about 75 yards.
t Off
iid M • Thoma .the brothers might as well take to sell him out for forty pieces', A
James residence on July 3, back yard, the group made up of the late Rev. A. J. Brown.
to the pasture and graze; he is of silver.
1 Monday the new weapon was They can cause a very painful
The
three
Rucker,
Ala
Holmes
realizing
.
Ft.
of
the
oppora family reunion, others might for the most part of first and
-very effective" in routing bump on their target, but are
tunity provided by the coinciwant to call it pre-4th of July second cousins, socialized, took dental visit of so many rela- and their three children, Shar- express a concern for thelinner city, would he
unable to." about 400 demonstrators. In not intended to be lethal.
on, Dennis and Kenneth, Mr.
fact, he said, the rioters turnWith the new weapon, police,
celebration, but the best de- each others pictures, and dined tives decided it was time the & Mrs. Milton Brown of De- plight and involvement of
Another area of concern is ed tail when Police Lt. R. B. although badly outnumbered
scription comes about by calling from early to late evening. family got to know itself bet-ltroit, Mich. and their three blacks, but they are concerned
Johnson fired the first volley; by demonstrators, were able
the growing health problem of
it what it was: "a meet your The success of the affair is ter.
children, David. Chiryle, and about the policies, and legis"broomstick bullets."
to put down the Fourth *Of
relative feast." Five different due to the efforts of three Present were: Mr. & Mrs. Athenia, and Mr. & Mrs.,latures affecting blacks and in Memphis. Many of the poliAccording to Police Lt. C.1 July disturbance without Wring
family groups from five dif- ladies, aunts of most in at- Samuel James of Hasshua, Jonnie Wallace
of Chicago,1 the poor. They share a com- ticians attribute this problem Roger Hewitt, the .woddenl tear gas.
ferent states came together tendance: Mrs. B. T. James, N. lit, Mrs. Christine
_
_
Anderson Ill., plus a number of 1 a t e mon interest in the Board of to the housing problems where
at the 1255 Thomas street ad- hostess and Mrs. Addle Grant of Milwaukee. Wis. and her arrivals not mentioned.
Education's
Decentralization blacks
live in
undesirable
- plan, holding that it is perdwellings
infested
with rats
haps a good plan and will
work if the people appointed and insects, and where the
to various positions have the child has to take a bath in
community at heart and not the same utensil in which
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
merely the Board of Educa- the dishes are washed. PolluContinued From Page 1
the black man and has a follow- I convention to develop black of the needs of the black peo- tion.
Place Your Order Now
tion is also considered a health
asserts,!leadership. We should be able,ple. He is one who will find
in their attitudes about a label;ing. However, he
problem.
Howe
ver,
many
Individuate And Groups
For
Concerning
the problem of
to describe their political posi- "Politically there is no single to manipulate and control whatever means or measures
of the politicians feel that the
education
Memphis
in
and
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
tions, they agree that one way black person who can speak the public offices we fin for." that can be used in furthering
•Shelby County, Harrel Moore emphasis given to Pollution
for the black man to progress for black people. In the black
the cause of the black peo- added
is
an
effort
to
attract
attention
his concern for the
CUSTOM
TAILORS
in Memphis and Shelby County community ministers have J. 0. Patterson defines the ple. He is also one who will
Junior College. He says that away from the problems of
is through the ballot. They attempted to speak for the black leader in similar terms not sell the black man out.
the
blacks.
he has been disenchanted with
selves and realize that all peo- black man, also any one who as Attorney Higgs. However, no matter how rough the going
position of the Commission- When we leave the health,
the
he
adds
as
qualifia
point
of
INC,.
ple did not have the means doesn't agree with another's
gets."
er of Education who has come problem a serious problemi
to escape the ghetto. The mid- philosophy has attempted to cation that the black leader Ini
'fame
248
Ave.
JA 7-9320
to
Memphis,
worked
hand in that faces blacks in Memphis
dle class black and the black step 'forth and hail himself Memphis is totally non-exis-I Although it cannot be denied
hand with the local adminis- is police brutality. It is agreed
tent,
because
among
the
black
the
rights
that
civil
movements
Memphis,
Tennessee
leaders should be concerned as a leader. Contrary to the
tration and shoved the loca- that humane attitudes are
about their people because . white community we have so called leadership there is have been the greatest contri'I'M Company Mikes Whet ha Ask he All
tion of the Junior College needed.
a
split
and
there
buting
are
also
advancediforce
the
in
Creates Whoa You Think Or
the government surely isn't millions of people who call
vergent views. Divergent views ment of blacks, most of the down the throats of the local
offering any help."
themselves leaders. In the are healthy,
officials.
He
has
it
made
seem
but when they are candidates interviewed do not
J. 0. Patterson believes thati white community you have
that if the Penal Farm site
the expanding middle class is either Republican leadership bogged down in personal petti- turn their backs to this, but
is not accepted, Memphis will
becoming more committed .0 or Democratic leadership. A ness and enviousness, the'y be- they feel that the black man
is losing faith in self-styled not be able to get the College.
racial progress. He states. politician in Georgia once said come unhealthy."
But this is totally unfair to the
"Those who are in industry that Memphis is a place where Dowdy conceives of the leaders, and that they are
people for whom the Junior
make up a large part of the blacks would never unite. 11!black leader as "one who is searching for people they can
College is designed. It is too
black middle class. And they is my contention that the I able to lose himself by putting believe in.
far out and many persons who
are becoming more politically black community needs a black the cause first, and thinking' Not only do the politicians
would attend if it were in the
astute, and more disenchant- ----ed with the directions that political leadership has taken.
They are using the ballot as
commitment to racial progress."

Bare New Riot
ullets Of Wood

A Meet Your Relative Feast

Black Politicians View The

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories

s

BHS

BIG STAR NOW
Offers You A

FREE

According to George Dowdy my daddy's sho
es
"The greater
majority
of
black middle class realizes that
apathy no longer pays. and
that any black problem is a
problem for black people.
There's only one way to real I
progress, and that is togetherness."
One of the growing con- '
cerns of the black man is the '
effectiveness in leadership in
the black community. But how
does one define the black leader?
Otis Higgs defines the black
leader as one who speaks for
The time to row bigger and stronger during
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AVOCADO
GREEN

He'll never need
Wonder Bread more than
right now.

—

- - --

is
the
Wonder Years"— ages one through twelve—when a
child reaches90% of his adult height. So help your child
by serving Wonder Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies
vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates and protein.
Delicious Wonder Bread!

ROW do you
protect your
income in a time
of increasing
outgo?
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w

WONDER.•

22-OUNCE
ICE TEA GLASS
(With $5.00 Purchase And Coupon From Daily Paper)
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Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways!.
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Talk to
the Listener.
Getting your personal income
protection in balance for now

and for the future takes prolesSional help. Which is why you
should talk to the Listener —
your Integon representative.
-He can help protect your
future, now.

Shop Big Star
GREATER SAVINGS
Plus
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Memphis Picked As Area
Of Moderate Unemployment

S
•
• Two cities, Knoxville and sioner Mrs. Leo R. Burson to an estimated 3.5
• Memphis, have been added to pointed out. The new classifi- she indicated.
•
cation means that the two
•
• the nation's areas of moderatel areas have an unemployment Erin, Greeneville,

per cent,

Rutledge
unemployment, aeco ding t& rate of 3 per cent or above, and Sparta had been classified
the U. S. Department of Labor., she explained.
among the areas of persistent
S.
6.1
Four smaller areas — Erir,
unemployment because of unin
several
4
cutbacks
Seasonal
•
R u gledge ant'
S. Greeneville,
5, ;
industries and the secondary employment averaging 6 per
Sparta — have been removec
•
impact of strikes were major cent or more of the work force
wn h COup•
a
from the "persistent unemin the increased unem- and a persistent rate of unem•
Otter Good •
c ate gory , and factors
ployment"
Eioary Wad. •
in the Memphis area, ployment well above the naployment
••
has been added
• Sweetwater
For The
jobless rate has tional average. Mrs. Burson
the
•
where
Month Of
to that classification, the Labor reached an estimated 4.4 per said The jobless rate has deJuly
or Department reported.
cent, Mrs. Burson reported. clined to below 6 per cent in
•
At All
in fabricated metals, the four areas, but the rate of
LocatIons
Layoffs
Memphis
and
Both Knoxville
has be'had been rated as areas of machinery, and other durable 6 per cent or above
. low unemployment, State Em- goods industries boosted the come persistent in Sweetwater
111111PAPierlIPAIMITAMPAPAPAIr
ployment Security Commis- jobless rate in Knoxville area area, she observed

Buy
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AIR SWEEP
SON
GIB
We Service
1-24,000 Unit
Often Cools a
5-room House.

What We SellWe Install
& ServiceWe believe
this assires
of much
Better Service

Terms as
LOW as
13.11 Per Month

GIBSON
Room Air-Conditioners

1

5,000 to 29,000 BTU

S
GES
&
BUR
DDY
PRI
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
Call 275-1101

Open II A.M:ito 9 P.M

JULY
SPECIALS

DEPARTMENT

CLUB NEWS -

Mrs. Ladye Stokely, presi- and husband are busy making
their regular fishing trips and
dent of the Cope Social Feder- catching plenty fish; Mrs.
ated Club, recently returned to Ruby L. Malone flew to Los
work at South Central Bell Angeles to vactaion with her
after a brief illness and the children; and Mrs. Classie
death of her husband.
Williams, treasurer, and hus• • •
band spent a lovely vacation
Mrs. Maurice Tate. assistant in Milwaukee, Toledo, and Missecretary was a delegate to the souri.
Bellamy,
Federation of Colored Wom- Mrs.
Katherine
in supervisor, is enjoying all kinds
Convention
en's Club's
Dyersburg. Tenn., where she of fun and entertainments at
spent three lovely days. Joining home with her children. Also
Mrs. Tate at the inspiring con- of interest is the co-social
vention where Mrs. Thelma chairman's plans to leave soon
chairman. to vacation in New York and
Broome. s o c ial
Mrs. Nezie Heath, sick com- Canada.
mittee chairman, and Mrs. Mrs. Broome is on vacation
Mable Bowers. secretary, The to be with her mother who is
trip was enjoyed by all.
convalescing. It is reported
• *
that she is doing wonderful.
Many of the members of the Aside from planning new
organization are busy this sum- recipes, Mrs. Delia Brown,
mer traveling with their hus- vice president, is busy with the
bands and enjoying a pleasant organization which is making
vacation. These include Mrs. plans for its Annual Fall Drive.
Bowers and husband who are The drive held in November is
touring parts of the West, after a benefit sponsored for the
attending the Congress in Oma- Sickle Cell Anemia Foundaha. Nebraska, and visiting tion. The group wishes to thank
ifrienc's in Iowa, South Dakota, all who have 'pledged their
; and North Dakota; Mrs. Heath support.
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Wawa

H•re is one of the outstondingautomobile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding selection of fine new old used cars and trucks.
He can be of great help in assisting and ad', icing
you on financing; See Tommy Grant.. . Make a No. 1
Buy on Americas No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.

T1HS COUPDX :
•
•

WITH THIS COUPON
Limit 1, Good thru July 17

•

•

•
•

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he con't he doesn't
deserve your business)

•

•
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Compare at 97e ea...one size
fits all - choose from beautiful
selection of fashion colors!

Old fashioned feather
bedpillows with crushed
chicken ft athers .so

•

2 =
11.V.

•

Compare at 1.97 ea.

•
•

betet-the-cost-of-Ilving

ALS!
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Save 310
Enkasheer
panty hose

Save 31.t
feather
pillows

CATHERINE'S

U

Assorted colors.

•
&.
SAVE
CLIP *****
SAVERI
.....•*********

fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2

'II otJilLnLk

Lint free, no-iron tufted chenille. Twin &
full size. Machine washable ...
100% rayon tufting; 1001,,c cotton backing.

Prices good
While Quantities Last!

CSS

11910349"

Compare at 2.97 each

2FOR $

douteieuu• mules ave.• gout hland mall
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GIBSON
Freezers
Air-Conditions
Refrigerators - Washers - Dryers

1883 Lamar

president of
Elsie Branch, co-chairman; Mrs. Ethel Bell,
the Voulants; Mrs. Maggie Peace, tickets; WS. Doris
Bodden, refreshments, and Mrs. Cora I. Reid, publicity.
Other members of the organization, standing from left, are
Mrs. Fannie Smiley, Mrs. Leola Tooks and Mrs. VaNess
Moore. (McChriston Photo)

PLANNING BOAT RIDE —The Vojilants of the t.00dwill
Home for Children are busily panning their second annual
boat ride for Friday night, August II, and proceeds from
the affair will be used to purchase a much-needed station
wagon for the children, and plans were formulated for the
benefit project at the home of Mrs. Minerva Hancock.
Seated from le ft are Mrs. Hancock, general chairman;

,1.1N(A,AY‹,

P M.

4•
"

mop

St

Seagram's Extra Dry/the perfect asartfpl gip
IlifliW

44•44.1*.A

44,1
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Memphis Women Hosts
National Workshop _

l'age 5

'Newsoms Visit City

In Asbury Park...

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest New-- both of 599 Huron Ave.
som and their two children The Newsoms, visit came
Jacqueline and Kelvin recently visited Memphis from Louis- after Mr. Newsom received

Soul Paid
or Some

On the weekend of July 11th The Memphis panel, establish- Foundations
and 12th, the Memphis Panel of ed a year and a half ago, preThose attending the P a ii e 1
American Women will play sents programs several time
hosts to women representing e'ach week before business, pro- Workshop will include women
similar panels from all 0 ver fessional and religious groups of many religious
backgrounds.
the United States with a work- as well as area schools. M r s. both
black and white, from
shop here on prejudice and hu- Richard Wurzburg is the local
southern cities with Panel s,'
man relations.
coordinator. Composed of forty such as Birmingham, Alabama;
Lois Mark Stalvey, author of volunteers, the local panel has Little Rock,
Arkansas; andl
the recently published b o o k, become a popular and soughtJackson, Missisippi. There will
"The Education of A Wasp," after program having fille'd 150 also be a widespread
represenwill be the featured speaker at engagements in eighteen tation from
other areas includNEEDHAM
and debris strewn about it.
By
the Saturday night banquet at months.
ing Washington D. C.; Kansas ASBURY PARK, N. J. — AIR;ut
two dozen christmas
Ridgeway Country Club. M r s. The Saturday afternoon ses- 'City, Missouri; Lake Forest,
IlStalvey's book gives a true ac- sion of the coming workshop linois; and Oklahoma City, Ok- (UPI) — -Soul Brother - Don't cards. apparently dropped by
hit," reads the sign on the a looter, lay scattered near a
count of her white middle-class will be held at the home of Mr. lahoma.
Paramount Paint and Wall- grotesquely twisted fire hose,
family's "education" in racism. and Mrs. A. Maceb Walker,
The motivation for Mrs. S t a I- Mrs. Walker's daughter, Mrs. From an original group of paper Store at 1020 Spring- abondoned by firemen Monday night when they came unvey's first painful steps in ex- Harold Shaw is a Memphis Ifive women in Kansas C it Y. wood ave.
ploring racism came from the panelist. Members will hear the Panel `has grown to a total The tare baked like any cle, attack while fighting the
a.n store. But the nienerous blazes.
Panel of American. with a the panel presentation of t h e of 1800 panelists in 75 cites'other
group similar to the one cur- "Adult Conferences on the' Con- throughout the United States store was notable here today. City sanitation workers and
in the heart of an eight-blockrently active in Memphis, Mrs. tributions of Minority Cultures and Canada.
long area ravaged by two days a few resideqts moved through
Patrick Murphy, Panel Coordi- to America," a program sponEach
panel
is
composed of a and nights of window-smash- the streets with brooms, sweepnator from Little Rock, Arkan- sored locally by the Christian
.Jew, a Catholic, a Negro, a ing, looting and burning in this ing the debris.
sas, will join Mrs. Stalvey in Brothers College.
white protestant, and a moder- seaside
ghetto Al Sal's Supermarket the
cc mmunity's
leading sessions dealing with
two iron grills on the side
On Sunday. the group will ator In some
west
side. It was untouched.
regions, a panelcurrent issues, especially con- be addressed by Mr. Homer
windows are firmly in' place
troverial problems of blac Wadsworth of Kansas City, Mis- ist of a minority ethnic group About 70 bystanders watched But the grill guarding the door
is
included.
The
panelists,
aU
as two city councilmen, a was ripped off, the glass
people. Some of these issues souri, member of the Board of
will be raised artistically by the Trustees of the National Panel volunteers, and primarily in- delegation of black leaders and smashed to pieces and every
Park Police Chief'
playlet "The Man Nobody of American Women, and Ex- volved housewives and mothers newsmen strode on a walking thing in the store carried! Asbury
Saw." to he presented by Mem- ecutive Director of the Kansas tell the personal stories and ex- tour in the heart of the troub- away. Most of the street's Thomas Smith ponders a question during a news conference
phis State Uni‘ ersity student, city AN,neiation of Trusts and periences which have set them led area.
-tor,' were devastated.
apart because of their race, coafter a force of 100 police and
s1.il 'sere burnCinter owned the House
lor, creed or nationality.
firemen battled angry, rock
ing. i..re Jocks, speeding to
ileeords. Cinter is white,
throwing crowds. UPI TeleAn important part of a panel the scene to extinguish them, a
local black leader explain-,
!program is the question and an- were preceded by patrol cars
but was well liked by the' photo)
swer period which follows the filled with helmeted and visorcommunity and supported the'
individual talks. Panelists an- ed police officers.
local black action group, the
swer openly and forthrightly
a
beautiful summer NIcnniouth C o mmunity Ac- and carried off the records.
On
questions dealing with every morning, the sky seemingly tion Project.
"The man was in tears."
aspect of hump relations, in. swept eean and blue by sea But out-of
-towners, having said the spokesman. "He was:
eluding inter-racial and inter- breezes. S p r ingwood
Ave. no iciea of Cinter's status loweeping when he sass
'religious marriages, riots and had pile; of shattered glass cally. smashed up his store actually
what had happened."
violence, quota systems of discrimination, fair housing a n d

ville.

A

former

Memphian, his Masters of Divinity degree

Mr. Newsom, along with May. 31. from the Louisville
his family, was welcomed by Theological Seminary. He
his mother Mrs. Catherine was also a recipient of the
H.' Newson and his grand- Rockerfeller Fellowship f o r
mother, Mrs. Annie L. Houston. Theological
Education.
CLIP THIS AD

YOUR CHILD'S PORTRAIT
Special Sale!
10 DAYS ONLY
NOW THRU 1-22-70
.a
1,40 A("41,
I.
1..11.4445"s r' i.i'lag caLar
r cheld at this
Puree-nit of
low. b... I., • .

5"x 7"in LIVING COLOR

WITH THIS AD

the

• SEIECTION OF POSES
• ALL POR1RAITS TAKEN
IN LIVING COLOR
• LIMIT —ONE PER CHILD—
TWO KR FAMILY
• SECOND C141113 TAKEN AT NIC
• GROuPS PHOTOGRAPHED AT
88c PER CHILD

children's
photographer
Americas Most I xoeriencnd Photographers ot Widmer

Just Inside North End Enhance
Southland Mall
1260 Southland
SAVE THIS AS

„
It

school problems. Frequently,
l a final question from the audience is: "What can we do to
make changes?" Fall engagements are currently being accepted by Mrs. David Portman
682-4909.

COUPON
MANALIA JACKSON'S

2

Mrs. Etter Harris r,‘Iebrates InOth Birthday

Mrs. Etter Harris
Celebrates 100th Birthday

1

For

7.HICKEN
DINNER

Buy One $1.15 e
Got One Free
Good Fri., Sat., & Sun. II
All Month Of July
Mrs. Etter Harris. 100 years great grandson and great *PAP/8,41M lan WI PA Pi;
old June 1, 1970 was honored granddaughter, at the Memphis
Memphis Locations
with an elaborate celebration City Auditorium
Music
Hall.
Now Open
hosted by her granddaughter
091 S. Parkway Fast
and grandson-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harris has farmed most
2405 South Bellevue
Mrs. John H. Gillespie, Sr., 487 of her life and as a carry over
1193 East Mc Lemore
ollege at ts1cLerhore
Honduras Drive.
from the old tradition. s he
Vance at Fourth Street
'maintains
part
of
vigor
and
her
21324 Park AVelli.le
Mrs. Harris was born in
14.3 South Third Street
vitality through raising a garWalls. Miss., June 1, IVO, was
37.3 Tillman street
den.
wife of the late John Har- She offers as a
remedy for
ris Sr.. and is the mother of
a long life, slimness and Chris14 children. Six of her children tianity.
are living. She has 19 grand-,
children, 46 great-grandchildren The birthday party was very
and one sister.
colorful. Mrs. Harris' gran dHaving lived in Memphis daughter and grandson-in-law's
;Ince 1998, Mrs. Harris has re- table setting consisted of a cennamed very active throughout ter piece of red roses, surroundter life. At 100 she walks with- ed by club sandwiches of Chickint the aid of a -cane, cooks, en salad, mints varying in
.ews and quilts without glasses, shades of pink, green, and yelind was very proud to attend low. peanuts, wild cherry
•

the

46'

1

he graduation exercises of her punch, cake and ice cream.

HuLL..Doggs FORD CITY
Continues the Economy Drive Savings
1970 Galazie 500 4 Dr. sedan
35128 cruise•O-Maiic, power
steering power disc brakes, air
vinyl trim, AM radio, white side
wall tires.

1970 Mustang 2 door hardtop,
302 V-8 cruise-0.matic, power
steering, vinyl roof, AM radio,
white side well tires, Tigess rec.
ing mirrors.

Window Perce

Economy Price

Window Price

Economy Price

S4203.50

$3363.04

$3465.70

$2888.39

S'f.rk No 1690

Stock No 747

ECONOMY
DRIVE
SAVINGS

1970 4 door Thunderbird Landeau
power windows and soots, air con.
dition, AM-FM radio, vinyl top,
'white side wall radial tires.
Economy Price
Wield** Price

ON ALL

1970
MAVERICKS

S6285.00
Sroc& No

1970 Torino size 4 door Falcon
cruise-Omafic, AM radio, futons
paint, vinyl interior.
Windrow Price

Economy Price

$2937.45

S2449.72

50oci Sr

/521
'

1970 Torino 2 door sport roof
302 V-8 cruise-Omatic, power
steering, air condition, AM rndio,
tinted glass, white side wall tires,
vinyl interior.

$5074.16

Window Price

Economy Price

$3867.50

$3225.00

Sin:. No 641

1,10

WE ARE GOING TO MAKE JULY OUR BIGGEST TRUCK MONTH EVER!
Save on this and other air conditioned F-100s,
F-250s and Rancheros.
1970 F-I90 economy explorer 131 "WEI"-302 V-8, cruise-0-matic, AM radio,
Ford air conditioning, body side moulding, *Ora radiator, 1250 rear spring.
Stock 11260.

'2865"

TRADE IN SPECIALS
a.

15 Clean Used Pickups to Choose From
WAS

'69 LTD 2 dr. H.T.

IS

$3395

$2795

$1995

$1595

$2795

$2295

$1495

$895

$1295

$795

$3395

$2995

$3195

$2395

$1495

$1095

Pnwar and ei.

'67 Chevy SS Super Sport
Power and air.

'69 Galaxie 500 2 door hardtop
Pewibr and

Mr.

'66 Chevelle Super Sport
?ewer and alr

'65 Ford station wagon
,0 passenger, pewit, and air.
'69 Mustang FB
AA•ch I power anil a''-

'68 Chevy Impala
Pere, and air.

r

'66 Ford 10 Pass. Country Squire

HULL...DOBBS FORD CITY
World's Largest Fo..el Dealer
2700 Poplar
,.
.......mw

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life —Coca-cola.
Weow

323436)
'
T r in your town who bring ymi
-‘ by the people
Baitecru—n*deIrthati'111;;Ti;"017c:a1536—tw-,'pany
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BY LOUIS MARTIN
One of the most intelligent, most cultured, moat
loyal and patriotic citizens of our country is a West
Point graduate with a brilliant Army ,record who
has become one of the "forgotten men" of the armed
forces. He has a brilliant wife and a wonderful family.
Together they represent almost a storybook example of what the July 4th orators would call "Americanism."
I refer to Col. Clarence M. Davenport, Jr. whom I first met and learned
to admire and respect many years ago
in Detroit. His chances of promotion to
General of the Army after 31 years of
distinguished service in uniform would
have been excellent have for one problem. He was born black.
of
names
the
have
as
name,
His
other deserving black colonels, has been repeatedly
passed over by the brass in the Pentagon who make
up the promotion lists. There are 513 "general officers" in the U.S. Army and only one of them is
black.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS,INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Nixon's New Statemanship
Nothing Mr. Nixon has done
since his advent to the White House

is as reassuring to black citizens as
his signing of the twin bills to extend the 1965 Civil Rights Act and
lower the voting age to eighteen.
The Rights Act is the more important of the two. Important, because it involves not only the political destiny of a race of people, but
also their economic and social position in the American society.
The blacks. particularly those
below the Mason and Dixon Line,
can use the ballot as a salient vehicle to effect crucial changes in
their lives as an alternative to street
demonstrations with their potential
for violence.
Further, the Rights Act gives
vitality to the democratic process as
a way of life and as a commitment
to freedom and equal access to the
public fountain from which power
flows.
Far too long have the Southern

blacks been kept outside the legislative prerogatives, outside the economic and social spheres of their
own community and without a significant voice in their own destiny.
In the last five years almost a million Negroes got on the voting lists
and have elected some 400 blacks to
local and state offices.
-These are more than election
statistics." Mr. Nixon noted. -They
are statistics of hope. and dramatic
evidence that the American system
works. They stand as an answer to
those who claim that there is no recourse except to the streets."
Obviously this is the noble motive that impelled the President to
affix his signature to the voting
rights bill. In so doing he shows a
brand of statesmanship that places
moral responsibility above political
consideration. It is the first stone
athwart the path of the Southern
Str a t e g y. Congratulations, Mr.
President.

Hayakawa And College Storms
The college campus storms have
subsided. Only those who exper ienced their fury can testify to the
upheavals and dramatic changes
that followed in their wake. It will
be noted by honest chroniclers that
no college or university was more
violently shaken by the tornadic
winds that swept across the academic community in 1968 and 1969 than
was the little-known San Francisco
State College.
There, the iron-will and unflagging determination of the institution's chief executive, Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, world renowned scholar,
caused him to stand at his post like
a sea captain who would not give
up his ship though his life was in
imminent danger.
Thus, out of the storm and stress
of the student revolt, emerged a
great educational statesman w h o
went about the country in humility
and in a soft voice preaching reasonableness, sensibility to the dissidents fighting fiercely for the n e w
order and the obdurate and unyielding defenders of the status quo in a
world that was irrevocably turning
against them.
Hayakawa went from one end
of the country to the other telling in
simple terms but cogent logic the
story of the conflict, its genesis, its
viability and ultimate consequences.
And he did a much better job of
presenting the students' case than
the students themselves had been
able to do.
The clash was not only force
versus force. It was a clash of ideals
and conceptualisms that went seem-

ingly beyond the ordinary power of
self-restraint. But throughout the
whole course of the upsetting, flaming events, Dr. Hayakawa remained calm. He exhibited a stoicism
and steadfastness that delighted his
admirers and confounded the opposition. At no time did he belabor
the student dissent as being wholly
incompatible with the cause of liberal education. Being a liberal himself, his disagreement was not with
the right to dissent, not with the advocacy of change in academic or
administrative orientation, but with
the senseless disruption, the iconoclasm, the burning, the sacking that
were incited as a means of equating violence with the power structure of established authority.
Few will dispute the fact that
Hayakawa's inflexible stand calmed the churning waters and brought
peace not only to San Francisco
State College, but to scores of c o 1leges and universities whose administrators took their cue from
him.
Hayakawa achieved what at
first appeared to be an impossible
undertaking in an area where his
predecessors had retreated in disgust. Yes, he accomplished the impossible not with \ fancy footwork
and unjust compromises, but with
the utilization of gray matter vouchsafed by intestinal fortitude.
This is a superb example of the
triumph of mind over matter giving,
validity to Nietzche's assumption
that "man is the redeemer of chaos
unto order."

Panel On Campus Unrest
Reaction to President Nixon's
Commission on Campus Unrest is
varied. Some believe that it is a
timely inquiry, others think it is a
waste of time. The argument on
both sides is insulated by logi c.
What is overlooked, however, is the
political thrust of a situation that
impales Mr. Nixon on the horns of
a dilemma.
Whether to make a decision of
his own or let a panel assume the
responsibility for its findings was
a matter that the Administration
must have equated with the consequences of an approaching election
time.
By choosing the commission, the
President can mass the weight of
public opinion behind its recommendations thereby escape the ire of
the Dixiecrats and the Wallace sympathizers who are itching for a fight
with President Nixon
True, there have been many studies, analyses, committee and univerAty reports and books on stlent

rebellions. But they have dealt in
the main with students' demands for
greater voice in the academic life
of their institutions and the violence
that often accompanies such demands.
The use of state troops to quell
the campus disorders has not been
given the full floodlight treatment
of an ad hoc commission. It is here
in this peripheral, but significant
area that the Nixon Commission can
remove the mask which has hidden
the true identity of the guilty party. Provocators must be uncoveree
if the macabre, deadly mission is to
come to an end.
In the past, we have been unsparing in our criticism of the President, but in the crucial matter of
campus unrest, we believe he is
pursuing a logical course in appointing a commission to investigate the
morphology of a dangerous c h a 1lenge to domestic peace. We do not
agree with the critics of this Administrative commitment.
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MY VIEWS

That ratio is almost incredible today — one black
Army general to 513 whites. How can Defense Sec,retary Melvin Lah-d, who has a reputation for some
intelligence, explain this? Everytime I see him on
television exhorting the people to support the boys
in Vietnam, where over 10 percent of them are black
and over twice that percentage on the firing line, I
wonder if Secretary Laird knows the implications of
if the three National Baptist Conventions these statistics.
could agree on a cooperative program
It is easy to denounce the Commander-in-Chief,
and commit themselves to do something President Nixon, and Secretary. Laird as racists and
worthwhile for the black Baptist c o 1- castigate them for the Pentagon's failure to promote
leges, they could easily raise three mil- black officers. While they deserve such treatment,
lion dollars a year for these colleges.
it must be admitted that under the last four adIncluding all of the black Baptist ministrations the military brass has stubbornly recolleges, each college could get annually fused to take the issue of equal opportcnity in pro$250,000 or $300,000 a year. Such a grant motions seriously. The equality concept has always
could keep alive and healthy all of the been given lip service and scores of so-called civil
black Baptist colleges. This would be rights experts in the Pentagon bureaucracy are forequivalent to income on an endowment ever making "progress reports," the ugly, unAmeriof five or six million dollars at five per can fact remains that there is only one black general
cent. One might say that this kind and 513 white generals in the U.S. Army,
of reasoning is nonsense, impractical,
President Truman, "Give 'Em Hell Harry,"
visionary. Not so. It could be done. But
a miracle in 1948 when he prevailed
accomplished
will
The
and
I fear it will not be done.
brass to pay some attention to his
military
the
on
the commitment are not there and the
on the armed forces which
commission
Presidential
Conventions are divided.
measure of integration
greater
a
in
resulted
finally
No one knows precisely how many
blacks in the armed
for
opportunities
wider
and
Baptists there are in this country, but a
services.
guess of five million may not be too far
off. It would not be easy, but I believe
Nevertheless, a case can be built on the basis
with cooperative leadership we could av- of the record to prove that the Pentagon brass doesn't
erage one dollar per member for every really give a damn what the civilian leadership
Baptist. That would be five million dol- thinks as long as they can get their way. Even
lars. Many would not give a dollar but President Eisenhower, who was a product of the
others would give more — some five, system, warned Americans of the power in the
some ten, and more. It may take some hands of the Pentagon heels in his farewell adtime to get this done, but I believe it dress to the nation.
could be done. In the meanwhile, t h e
Almost everyday we read accounts of black and
scholarship example of the two N e w
white conflicts in the armed forces in Vietnam and
Jersey churches should be followed
the increasing alienation of black troops. Some of
across the nation. Many white churches
this tension is, of course, a reflection of the heightenwould cooperate in an effort of this kind,
tension in the general society. Some of it may
ed
even white churches that would not adinfluenced by the changing attitudes of soldiers
be
mit Negroes to membership. But their
and civilians toward the war itself.
becoming involved in this way might
lead to conversion, which would lead to
The lily-white character of the top military commembership without racial disruption.
mand in itself constitutes a towering symbol of white
racism which casts shadows of doubt and suspicion
over all the equality pronouncements of the military
Further, none of the proposals for better race relations in the services that we have read about really
come to grips with the issue of top level promotions.

Worthy Of Evaluation
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The Reverend William H. Gray, III
of the Union Baptist Church in M o n tclair, N. J., invited me to speak at his
church on June 21, 1970. It was the occasion of his church and a white church,
the Community Congregational Church
of Short Hills, New Jersey, cooperating
to dispense $5000 in scholarships to ten
black high school graduates to assist
them as they begin their freshman
year in the college of their choice. The
scholarships range from $250.00 to $1,000.00 - two one thousand dollars, four
five hundred dollars, and four two hundred fifty dollars. What a splendid way
for a black church and a white church
to do something noteworthy together!
This is a non-controversial project and
yet significant and far-reaching. I was
so impressed that I had to write about
this project.
There are supposedly 40.000 black
churches in the United States. Of course,
this number includes very small churches — too small to have a scholarship
program. But let us assume that there
are 10,000 black churches in the country
affluent enough to do what the M o n tclair churches are doing, and these
could be matched with 10.000 white
churches, the result would be 50,000
black students studying on scholarships
given by 20,000 churches. I do not know
of anything more worthy churches
could do.
My chief criticism of black Baptist
churches is that they have not done as
much for education as they should
have done. It is my candid belief that
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KID GANGS
f he has more money to do the vate and Catholic schools. We
Dear Editor:
, wrong things that hurt himself have enough friction in this
The baby tigers (so-called kid and the future of the young Ne-'country already. The average
gangs) that the white powe'r gro.
American never turns down
structure created and handed Crime will not be broken up any religious group that asks
to our politicians, have grown in the Negro neighborhoods as for help.
up to the stage where they long as the enemy is getting The Negro really doesn't
hate each other, like we have rich on crime. If the average know what a mess be is living
never seen before in the black citizen knew what a mess in. One of the main points we
race.
that this city is in because of !must look into is how to help
Only a foolish people will crime, they would get into the our youth without hurting them.
turn over their future to their fight against crime.
I saw "Give us the Children"
enemies.
Two mayors art being accus- on television recently and it
We can really see the genera- ed of working with the under- was pretty good. But they are
tion gap in the Negro people, world. Any city that has a still missing the point. Many
more so than in the whites and great amount of crime in it, the of us are too old to be angels;
other groups. When the water mayor is working with the but we should live like human
settles from this raging storm crime syndicate. They no long- beings. Children can be dein America, who will you see er have any respect for the in- stroyed between the short disat the bottom'
telligence of the voter.
tance of their home and school.
Sometimes money will make
think that it was a wise
GEORGE MONTGQIMERY
a weak person weaker because move to turn down aid for pri- I
Chicago

A Point Of View
A POINT OF VIEW
the leading high schools in the Mr. Springer was no stranger
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
system. He served as principal to Washington high. He had
WELL DONE!
of Melrose, when it became • taught there as a mathematics
Mr. Jesse D. Springer, has high school. He then went to instructor for some years.
retired from his position as Douglas High School during Succeeding the venerable
principal of Booker T. Wash- the formative stages of that Blair T. Hunt, Mr. Springer
ington High School, and from institution
as a secondary took over the administration
his more than 40 years of school. Then he went to Booker of the multi-million dollar
service as a teacher and T. Washington high school, institution, with an enrollment,
school administrator in the the city's oldest and best known of more than 2,000 senior high
black high school, and long school students and a faculty of
local public school system.
Mr. Springer made an envi- regarded as the capstone of almost h hundred, and gave it
able record. As a school man public education for black his own distinctive imprint.
in
Memphis, Mr. Springer people in the midsouth. Mr. Mr. Springer as a stickler
earned several notable distinc- Springer also served as the for order and the creation and
tions. He is virtually the only first coordinator (black) of maintenance of "an atmosphere
the
Memphis for learning" in a school. He
for
administrator in Memphis who schools
and
the
approval
earned
has been principal of three of system,

The do-gooder programs which involve brotherhood forums, pious and platitudinous lectures and interracial prayer meetings are probably just as useless in the services as they are are in civilian life. The
black boy in uniform cannot be made to ignore or
forget that he is in a system that seems designed
to keep him in a subordinate position even if he had
the military genuis of Napoleon.
Alert young blacks, who have none of the legacy
of slavery in their consciousness and who know that
skin color is irrelevant on the firing line, will never
understand why whiteness should be an asset and
blackness a liability in the climb to success. They
know that any system that penalizes a man because
of his color is and should be regarded as totally untotally unAmerican.
It goes without saying that most of the tensions
and conflicts between the races in our country stem
directly from basic inequities and injustices suffered
by black citizens and those who are not members
of the Anglo-Saxon majority. This perverted morality
is woven into the very fabric of the so-called American way of life. When it comes to institutionalized
racism in our society it will be hard to find anything to match the brass-bossed Pentagon.
affection of his co-workers and school record.
students by his restrained Mr. Springer Is a solid
and
manner, family man, a conscientious
self-contained
a very soelable
by his consistent encourage- churchman,
individual
A self-educated
ment and wise counselling, man who made it the hard way
and
for
the and provided his fellows with
consideration
other fellow's feelings . . . be a living symbol of a black
he student or superintendent gentleman. He rates a resoundnotable ing, "Well Done!"
of schools. He made
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VSC Senior
Wins Honors
In Business

JOAN GOLDEN

By Diggs Datrooth

PETERSBURG, Va. — Miss
Maxine F. Johnson, a 1970 graduate of Virginia State College, is the 1970 winner of the
WASHINGTON — It has not been made public annual Wall Street Journal
student achievement award.
but the high level citizens committee formed to probe In a presentation ceremony
held in
office, A. H. Turthe violence against the Black Panthers is in financial ner Jr., his
head of the departtrouble. The Committee contains such names as Rai ment of business administration in the School o f ComWilkins, Whitney Young, Arthur Goldberg, etc. A merce, presented the coveted
jor black sorority just sent it $500. It can use more award to Miss Johnson, who
is the daughter of Mr. and
. . . George Norford, the Group W vice president, is Mrs. Leonard C. Johnson Sr.
moving around the country promoting the Skills Bank of Rte 3, Box 1, Downings, Va.
Miss Johnson was selected
program. The idea is to provide jobs for t a lent ed to receive the award, which
blacks in the communications industry . . . Black Per- consists of a specially designed
silver medal and a year's
spective is the name of the New York based organiza- subscription to the Wall Street
Journal, based on an outstandtion of black media employees. It is also the name ing
scholastic and academic
of the Capital Press Club's weekend seminar which achievement record and leadership ability
other campus
drew participants from around the country . . . Ed- and communityin activities.
,
ward V. Hurley of Baltimore has become the first She is winner of a four-year
state scholastic award, was
black member of the board of regents of the Univer- recently presented a Presisity of Maryland. He was named by Gov. Marvin dential's special award and
was one of the top five gradMandel along with a former campus queenElizabeth uating members of her senior
Deegan just two months before Mandel is up for re- class. She is a member of Phi
Beta Lambda business adelection. It is not considered a ploy to voters ratherl ministration club.

a response to campus unrest everywhere.
TICKER TAPE REFERRALS: The Angela Davis case in Los Angeles is far from over. Angela is
the 26-year-old philosophy professor who has been
fired from the faculty of University of California after she admitted that she is a Communist. Under prodding from Gov. Ronald Reagan„ the UCLA regents
failed to renew her contract which is exactly what
Angela and her supporters wanted. What the governor doesn't seem to realize is that it shows weakness
in us if we permit a foreign ideology to cause us
to blow our own . . . Mayor Washington has approved
an anti-crime package which will cost $795,000. While
some members on the Hill don't like all provisions of
the proposal, they are in the District ... Julian
Bond came to town and told a Senate hearing on education that discovery of racism in Southern schools
this fall will bring out a new militancy. Bond, his
curly locks getting into his eyes, warned the Justice
Dept. to move affirmatively against all forms of
school segregation.
The head of the National Education Association
has
put
the
association's
influence
behind criticism of Southern firms of duckng
tegrated schools. He pointed out that public money is
being diverted into fast developing private schools designed by some to avoid racial integration. Mayor
Charles Evers of Fayette, Miss., told us this several
months ago . . . Sears Roebuck & Co. has joined
others in sueing over the riot damage. Sears said that
the officials failed to protect business property and
There are 26 others who feel the same way . . . As
more and more blacks either aspire to or take over
Mayor's seats in various cities some direction should
be given and some heard. The majority of major cities today are broke and there seems to be no single
solution. Could it be that we are inspiring for a hand
full of nothing?
RIGHT ON — That was a group of black Republicans who complained to the White House about the
group of black businessmen preparing to be shipped
to a six week trip in Africa. The men were all businessmen interested in developing industry, housing
etc. on the continent. The black GOPers wanted to
know whycurn black Democrats were being air lifted
to the dark continent with government money when
there was enough of them interested. The AID office
immediately began dragging their feet on such an issue. Hence, there is some talk that it will never
come off . . . When members of the AMA hosted
members of the NMA, each finally conceded w h a tl
each must do is issue joint "somethings" in the interest of poor people. It was from prodding from the
NMA and black doctors within the AMA. The net result was a federally subsidized program of health insurance to replace Medicaid. It is the feeling of the
NMA that his program will do more to aid poor people in the inner city . . . What's to the charge
made on Capitol Hill that druggists expect a kickback on drugs sold? The system is all under the table, the Senate panel heard.
TOK KICK STUFF: Some of the music bu ffs
would have to admit that if Lonnie Johnson was singiv his "Somebody's Got to Go" today, he would be
Just as popular as he was thirty years ago. Lonnie
died last week in Toronto . . . Ruth Tinsley won't
be at the annual NAACP convention this week in Cincinnati. She died last week in Medical College here.
She has been a top NAACP official for years. She was
active in Virginia . . . Young Dr. William P. Waters,
Associate director of Union Medical Center, who had
made his imprint on the District scene, died last
week at the age of 48. He had been on the staff at
Howard University . . . The Today Show featured
John Johnson and John Sengstacke in an all too brief
session during their stay in Chicago. Hugh Down s
was obviously rattled over the illness of W. Leonard
Evans who was too ill to appear. Apparently they had
hinged everything on Evans being present. It could
have been worse . . .

BARBER WANTED
1 745 Castalia
PLENTY OF WORK
Phone WH 8-9262
A. GOFFMAN

B&S
SHOP ETTE
729 So. Parkway
MOTTO:
If we don't have it,
WE WILL GET IT!

Phone:
774 -4091

WLOK's director of CAC handled 1,000
phone calls last month. If you have a problem
call her at 1A7 - 9565.
She was also chosen Woman of The Year.

24 HOURS
JOB 'TRAINING — The two trainees are shown obve receiving their certifictes fter spending ten weeks of on-the-ob
training as Psychiaric Aids. The program is an Urban
League project in which eighteen graduates received training. Shown above from left to right, Davidson Taylor, Field
Representative, Mrs. Cosette Baskerville, Trainee, Mrs. Lynn
Tharpe, trainee advisor, Ernest Bayland Trainee and
Dve McComms Director of in-service training.

Eighteen Grads In

Urban League Project
On Friday, June 19, 1970 the expertise of Urban League
members of the staff of the On-the-Job Training staff memMemphis Urban Leagues' On- bers in the guidance and counthe-Job Training Project pre- seling of the trainees while in
sented certificates to eighteen the program. After graduation,
graduates of their training pro- the Urban League On-the-J o b
gram at Arlington Hospital and Training Staff will continue to
School. These eighteen grad- supply supportive services to
uates were trained in the area their graduates. The On-the-Job
of Psychiatric Aid and were Training Project was able to
commended on the good record reimburse the Arlington Hospithey had accomplished while tal and School $5,000 toward the
being in training at the school. cost of training of eighteen
The Arlington Training Pro- trainees.
gram is a direct effort by the The Memphis Urban League
On-the-Job Project and Dr. has completed its fourth year
James S. Brown, Superintend- of operation. During this period,
ent of Arlington Hospital and more than 1500 persons have
School to create training situa- been trained and employed.
tions for persons needing to ac- The Project is under the direcquire skills, while also using tion of Roscoe Overton.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
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Baked In Memphis by Atemphlans
.......rushed rushed dolly to your big
Hogu• 5. Knott supermarket for
,maximum freshness.
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U.S.D.A Choice Heavy Beef

SOUTHIANDS SAMS SEZ:

Rib
Steak

9

L.9

HAMBURGER

FRESH GROUND DAILY

4 LB. PKG. OR MORE
LB.

We can't guarantee that you'll be a winner

MORRELL'S

HOGUE& KNOTT

at Southland, but we can guarantee that
you'll have a ball trying.
Closed Wed. and Sun. Admission 500

PURE PORK
SAUSAGE

el LB

a

CHITTERLINGS

70

10LBPAIL2.99

BAG

CENTER CUT

HAM SLICES

Sorry no minors. . .We're rated "A" for
LB.

Adult Entertainment

91C

CONTADINA
PEAR SHAPE

TOMAT2(1

29

ALCOA

ALUMINUM
FOIL

CALIFORNIA JUMBO
ICEBERG

LETTUCE
HEAD

19

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
LB 10

12'x25'

NO DEPOSIT
16 OZ. BOTTLE

REAL KILL

WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

c
49

59c
DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIX
3107z $1

PEPSI

COLA
MAZOLA

FULL QT

4/89c
CORN 011

MARGARINE
1 LB

25
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MA BROWN
BLACKBERRY OR
RASPBERRY

PRESERVES

18 01

HOGUE & KNOTT
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4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK
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,3362 SUMMER
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the nation who submit materials which they have written for
betterment of the Church, he
said.
He said the magazine will
be distributed pri m a rily
through individual subscriptions, but will also be distributed to a limited extent
through individual church congregation and groups.. The Digest
already secured
subscribers throughout the coontrr, he said.
I The first issue of the New iversity newspaper.
White believes there is a
Christian Digest, a monthly. He said the magazine will strong need for this type
'general interest magazine for' be primarily cor.cerned with journalism
in
t he
black
,black churches, will go on sale ,trends and investigative fea-'church. "For much too long
!Thursday, it was announced tures which are of primary we have had no strong nationMonday. The announcement interest to the black religious ally circulated religious organ
;was made by Willie White, community.
through which our churches
'publisher of the Digest.
The Digest is . completely and churchmen could speak.
Pictured above is Willie White I The Digest is one of the first imiependent of any church or Neither have we had an
Editor of a new nadonal,independent religipus maga- denomination and is therefore organ through which the avmonthly church magazine. The tines in the country designed free to honestly reflect the erage churchman could learn
New Christian Digest, is cam- primarily for covering the conditions within the church, of the many changes and decommunity,,White said.
pletel‘ independent of any black
religious
velopments taking place in the
A significant number of black church. There are many
church or denomination. The White said.
Magazine will be primarily White is a junior at Baylor articles will be reprinted from things happening in the black
concerned with trends and University (Waco, Texas) andlother magaziens if they are of church which are of interest
investigative features which, is majoring in religion and such nature that they will ben- to only black churchmen and
are of primary interest to the journalism. He is also editorlefit the black churchman. Other will be reported only by an
black religious community.
of the Baylor Lariat, the uni- articles, in addition to those organ which is primarily di-done by the Digest staff, will rected to black churchmen,"
be
bought from
writers he said.

Church Magazine
May Prove
In

1

Ulysses Truitt, right, a supervisor at the Defense Depot
Memphis, was recently honored with a trophy and c o ngratulations by Lt. Gen. Earl C. Hedlund, Director of the
Defense Supply Agency. Mr. Truitt, a resident of 2 5 5 9
Bridgeport Drive, has been selected as the Zero Defects
Supervisor of the month. The depot is a major field activity of the Defense Supply Agency.

Humboldt Pastor
To Tour Abroad
Rev. J. T. Freeman. Pastor ter. He was called to the pasof St. James Baptist Church, torate of Saint James Baptist
Humboldt, Tennessee, departed Church in December 1961 and
from Humboldt July 5. 1970 for under his leadership the conDetroit Metropolitan Air- gregation has erected a Modport where he joined a group ern Sanctuary and an Educaof delegates to the World Bap- tion Building. The church spontist Alliance in Japan and Ex- sors a Kindergarten and D a y
po 70. which includes Chin a, Care Center daily in the educaHawaii. India, Egypt, Athens tional building.
and the Holy Land.
Rev. Freeman has an active
Mrs. M. L. Lacey, Mrs. Er- , interest in the w el f a re and
lene Croom,„Mrs. Ruby Moody, growth of the community. He
Mr. M. H. Croonv, Mr. L. G. promoted the organization of
Bonds, Mr. Henry Croom, Mr. Freedom Enterprises CorporaI. H. Ledford, Mrs. S. M. Elli- tion for the purpose of home
son, Mrs. Mary Boykin, Rev., improvement for low income
J. H. Mathis, Mrs. Lena Reid families. Eight brick veneer
had charge of gifts both in- houses have been completed at
side and outside of the C o m- a cost of S80,600.00 and five (5)
are to be completed at a cost
munity.
Rev. Freeman is known as of $76,000.00 Lashlee-Rich Luman outstanding minister, and ber Co. has under construction
has made many contributions 17 homes for low-income famito the progress of the city. His lies, also sponsored by F r e eministry in Humboldt includ- dom Enterprises Corporation.
ed serving as pastor of the , As an expression of gratitude
Morning Star Baptist Church for his dedicated Chr is t i a n
and during this time the pres- leadership and deep involveent building was erected. Also ment in ministering to the spiduring this period he organiz- ritual and physical needs of the
ed The Sixth Street B a pt i st people of the city and surroundChurch, The Gillespie Kinder- ing areas, he is receiving this
garten and The Day Care Cen- all expenses paid trip abroad.

READ THIS TRUE AMAZING STORY, SAYS
Mr. Benjamin Randolph - 743 Thurman St.
Camden, N. J.

REV. G. H. MATTHEWS CONDUCTS REVIVAL AT AVERY CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH July 12-17 Sunday morninq. i1:01 i?. m. Monday Own Friday '730 p. in. Rev. Matthews, a World War IT veteran and a 10-year resident of
?szlinc.:h, has served Burks Chapel as pastor for eight
ears. He served two years as presiding elder of the West
Louisville-Paducah District. A native of Arkansas, he is a
gr ad ua t e of Wilberforce University in Ohio and Payne
Theological Seminary at Wilberforce. He previously was
the pastor of churches in Tennessee and Ohio and has
taught schools in Peterburgh. Tenn. and in Paducah. He is
a member of the Kentucky Park Board. the Paducah Ministerial Fellowship and the Interdenominational Alliance
All are invited to come and worship with us.

Three years ago I made a trip
to Chicago, Ill., to see Rev.
Costonie. I stayed eta hotel there
until Rev. Costonie straightened
out some serious problems for
me. I have told so many of my
friends about him.
,4 group got together last
week, some from Brooklyn. N. Y.
and some from various cities here
in New Jersey to see him. It took
seventeen and one half hours to
ride over one thousand miles,
hut we all decided after seeing
this wonderful, "man of God"
it was worth the sacrifice. (All of
_
my friends problems were personal.) Rev. Costonie solved them
Mr. Benjamin Randolph
all. He is a gifted wise man. We attended his church services.
There we were introduced to people he had helped with money
problems, family problems people he had healed from drinking and
smoking, lame who now are walking. I know it's hard to believe.
We are back home now, and my friends are thanking me for
telling them about Rev. Costonie who teaches and really proves
there is no failure with God. The most amazing things he does for
people seldom are told. For few people are willing to tell you
their personal problems and allow their pictures to be in the-newspaper. I am telling you my experience to show my gratitude. People with money problems and anything that seems impossible
should put their trust in God, and contact the man of God for
prayer. His address is 927 E. 47th St. Write to him for a prayer
cloth, they are free or telephone him for an appointment. His
phone number is WA 4-4969.

.1111
4.11,

by Joe Black
Is it possible that human beings are slows
losing their instinct for survival and self preservation? Is it conceivable that young men and
women are losing, or have already lost their capacity to reason, even when their lives and the
lives of their children-to-be are concerned? It
certainly.seems that way as they continue to...
smoke, ingest and inject themselves with every
kind of drug they can get their hands on.
How desperate, how ignorant, how lacking
in basic animal intelligence and self control
must people be, to take drugs they know have
-already destroyed the minds and bodies of thousands of users. Most explanations I've heard
suggest that many of our young people start tak-.
ing drugs to be "in"...to be "with it"...to be
"part of the scene." They defy the warnings of
medical men. They laugh and label as "establishment" or "squares" anyone who points out
even the most obvious dangers. I have little to
add,to what has already been said by some of
the foremost medical researchers throughout
the world. But I do have one thought that I
believe is worth. mentioning. It's this:
One day, a year, five, ten or twenty years
from now, if you're lucky enough to make it,
you'll marry, settle down and have children.
'You'll look like any normal man or woman. But:
it's entirely possible that your genes, those de-.
ments of germ plasm that transmit hereditary
characters, will have already been affected by
drugs taken years before. Medical science is not
sure what effect some drugs now being•taken
will have on generations to come. What will
you be wheeling around in your carriage, little
mother?
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FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH

Vice President
Corporation

The Greyhound

927 E. 47th STREET
Chicago, Illinois 60653
SUNDAY SERVICES 11 A. M. AND 1 P.M.
5001 S. Ellis Ave. (Corner of 50th St.)
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LANE
COLLEGE
1882 - 1970
Through Scholarship and Christian
Ideals. Special Attentior. to
IndivirfilA/ Needs.

ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN LIFE THROUGH
EDUCATION, ENROLL IN LANE NOW!
An "A" grade Liberal Arts College,
Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, offering training in
Biology, Chemistry, Elementary
and Secondary Education, English,
Arts, Mathematics, Physics,
Modern Languages, Music,
Religious Education, Social Sciences,
Health and Physical Education, Com-

elo

LANE
HONORED IN HISTORY
HONORED BY THE GOVERNMENT
HONORED BY ITS GRADUATES
A SYMBOL OF
LANE
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

merce'

Director of Student Recruiting Leo M. Gray, Jr.

For Information Concerning Entrance
Requirements and Cost. Write , Phone
or See the Director of Admission.

Second Session

Dr. Hermon Stone
Dean of Instruction

Sept. 15 Classes begin

#.

JACKSON, TENNESSEE

69
To
65 '
CT
69 '
G.T
65
Gal
67
Mu
Sid

69'
Gal.
Po
69
Gal
Yell
Ext

July 14 Classes Begin
August 15 Term Exams

fAll TERM
Sept. 10 Registration

XL

67 •
Mus
WS

SUMMER TERM
July 13 Registration

69 '

Dr. C.A. Kirkendoll
President
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Young Turks Continue
To Buck Roy Wilkins

nfr At]rip
FoNaTU I

•

- By ETHEL L. PAYNE

but the chances for achieving out to bring the young dissen-participation.
It remains to be
the avowed purpose seem no ters into closed policy - level I seen whether
this is enough.
CINCINNATI — As surely as greater. Wilkin
appears to be
the flowers that bloom in June, fully recovered and well in
the-annual NAACP convention command.
produces its spate of rumors A youthful reporter in the
and secret caucuses, all relat- press room filed an inside story
ing-to the abortive attempts that the insurgents were "eyeto change the leadership.
ing" Vernon Jordan, (he's
This year was no different.
under 40) the new executive
Hardly had the delegates director of the United Negro
Mrs. Sarah Swannigan re- Mountain, N. C. She attendedt
checked into the hotels cluster- College Fund and former direc- cently
entered the political Johnson C. Smith Universityi
ing.ltie convention center where ing" Vernon Jordan, (he's race
as a candidate from the and received her nurse's train-;
most, of the sessions are being under 40) the new executive Shelby
C o unty
Democratic ing from the Good Samaritanl
held than the corridors and director of the United Negro
Executive Committee, District Hospital of Nursing, Charlotte,i
lobges were afloat with the College Fund and former
direc- 8.
N. C. and the Manhattan Statei
wavo of reports that Roy tor of the Voter Education A candidate,
active in civic Hospital, New York City.
Wilkins, the 69-year-old head Project in the South.
affairs since she and her husof the organization, would be
band moved to Memphis in
replaced. The calmest and According to the reporter, 1951. She is
presently the secmost., unruffled
person
in Clarence Mitchell Jr., director ond vice president of
the New
the-eddy was the impeccable of the Washington bureau in Chicago
40th Ward Civic Club,
Wilkins.
Washington, was second choice. a board member
of the KenAs the organization's chief
Neither a protracted illness lobbyist in Washington, nedy Democratic Organization,
and second vice president of
for the barbs have diminished Mitchell is
greatly admired, the Manassas High School
his -coolness nor his consum- and almost
irreplaceable in P.T.A.
mate skill in dealing with his his present position. The
politics Mrs.
Swannigan, an Auxiliary
opponents and the press.
would hardly induce him to
In an era of uncertain lead- give support to such a cam- Probation Officer, is also acthe in the Greater Memphis
ership and directions in the paign.
Democratic Women's Club, the
civil rights movement. He reyears ago, Robert North Area Committee of the
mains the most articulate Two
brilliant legal YWCA, and the 40th Ward
spokesman for black America. Carter, the
By TERRY FLYNN
He has been putting down counsel for the association Precinct Club.
rebellious for the last five broke with Wilkins on policy As wife of Rev. N. D. Swan- CINCINNATI -- The National
and left after 25 years of sev- nigan, assistant
pastor of Labor director of the NAACP1
years.
ice. No one doubts that the Gospel Temple Baptist Church,
For t hree years, a group inevitable day will come when Mrs. Swannigan is also actively charged the Nixon Administration with -Subsidizing racial
knotvn as "The Young Turks" Wilkins will be succeeded, but involved in religious affairs.
(some of them past 35) fought it is unlikely that it will be Her religious activities in- discrimination e m p loyment"
and of "destroying the Philafierce battles for reform in now nor even next year.
clude leader of the Matron
the smoke-filled rooms and on- Ironically, Wilkins' facility Cirlce at the Gospel Temple delphia Plan."
to the convention floors. Where with prose and his urbane Church, Sunday School teacher Herbert Hill. addressing a
they.. generated
more heat manner may be his handicap in the Junior Department, and plenary session of NAACP's
than light. The afro hairdos in bridging the generation gap. organizer and leader of the 61st convention here, said the
had acit quite yeasted.
Today's young militants are Noon Prayer Hour.
Philadelphia Plan if enforced,
Thin year, the revolt takes on suspicious of intellectualism
Mrs. Swannigan, a regis- would place thousands of black
a newer look with six-inch and impatient with logic, Fac- tered nurse, is a graduate of workers on federal construcbushes and splashy dashikis, ing this reality, he is reaching Compact High School, Kings tion projects.

Mrs. Swannigank Enters
Political Race

Hill Hits
an
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...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER 1000
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well
anywhere else!
FRESH
PICNICS

FRYING
CHICKEN
Cut-up Mixed

CHUCK ROAST
Ce tilei Cut

Parts

5

Lb.

cAllt

KROGER, FRESH

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

MEMPHIS' MUSIC MEN
--- The latest in the Memphis Sound floats out to patrons
at the Harlem House Restaurants over the city through
Seeburg Stereophonic vending machines, and making a
selection here at the restaurant on South Lauderdale
near Parkway is J. P. Murrell, second from left, owner
of Speedy Amusement Company at 271 E. H. Crump
Blvd. Seen from left are George W. Sammons of
Sarnmons-Peenington Company, Mid-South distributor
of Seeburg vending machines; Mr. Murrell, Mrs. Mosetto
Johnson, shop manager; and the Rev. Eddie Currie,
president of Ed Currie and Associates Public Relations.
For placement of vending machines,

90

TENDERLOIN of

KING-SIZE
FAB

TROUT
''FAMILY PAK —

BANQUET
CREAM
PIES
All Flavors

9

call

14 Oz Pk2

Ea,

5-Lbs. 4-0z. Pkg.

50

Speedy Amusement Co.

DOMINO
SUGAR

at 774-1801

Lb. Bag

CHARLESTON GREY

EXTRA LARGE

WATERMELONS CANTALOUPE
FROM CALIFORNIA

9

2or
24-Lb.. Avg.9

And Up

With Our Coupon Offer

USED CAR SPECIALS

89,

SANDWICH BREAD 4:80`b,s 100
HAWAIIAN PUNCH 3/1 a1 100
PLATE
BONUS COUPON
Q 53c
iiii
5n
5
43t
(I)
MEAL
50
ALL FLAVORS

$2895
69 FORD
XLWhite with Black Vinyl Roof, Bucket-Seats, Corn. Power & Air Cond.
S1995
69 FORD
Torino H.T. 429, V-8, 4 Speed
65 PONTIAC
G.T.O., 4 Speed, V-8
69 PONTIAC
G.T.O., 4 Speed, V-8

S 695

S2195

$ 895
65 FORD
Galaxie 500, 4 Dr., Air & Power
$1595
67 FORD
Mustang, Blue, V-8, Radio, White
Sidewall Tires
$1595
67 Ford
Mustang, White, 3 Speed, Radio,
WSw, Extra Clean
S2695
69 FORD
Galaxie 500, 2 Dr. H.T., F/R
Power & Air, Extra Clean, Low Mileage
$2695
69 FORD
Beautiful
H.T.,
Galaxie 500, 2 Dr.
Yellow, Black Trim, Power & Air,
Extra Clean

68 FORD
S2795
Black with Black Vinyl Roof, Full
Power & Air, Bucket Seats, Low
Mileage, Like New.
S2795
68 FORD
LTD, 4 Or. H.T., White, Black Vinyl
Roof, power & Air Cond., Like New
S2195
69 MUSTANG
V-8 Corn. Radio, WSW, Vinyl Roof
66 TOYOTA
4 Or.

NEW
MAVERICK
FULL

65 OLDSMOBILE
Wagon, 4 Di., V-8, Radio

S 695

66 FORD
S1095
Galaxie 500, 4 Dr., An & Power
S1695
68 CHEVROLET''
Impala, 2 Or., H.T., V.8, 4 Speed
65 MERCURY
Comet, 2 Dr., H.T., V-8, WSW

S 895

S1295
66 CHEVROLET
Impala, 2 Dr., H.T., V-8, Auto.,
Radio, WSW

S 695

WONDERFUL
SELECTION OF
USED PICK-UPS
FROM 1956
MODELS
THRU 1969

ED MEIER FORD
3403 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH, JUST OFF THE 1-55 EXPRESSWAY IN WHITEHAVEN

FOR

MOTHER'S BEST
Plain or Self-Rising

EXP 7/14/70

Lb Bag

KROGER

CHUNK TUNA

61/2-0z.'33t
Can

COUPON

DOMINO
SUGAR

100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS

5 9c

te
y

11111111

h this

coupon and

WOO additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and
frozen milk
fresh

or
products.

Good thru Tues., July 14
A.

Unlit one.

roe

mg.

with 2 pkgs. Country
Oven Cookies
with 2 pkgs of Kroger
(2)
Cello-Pak Nuts
of
pkgs
2
with
Cube Steaks
with 2-lbs or more Ground /A)
Round or Chop.Sirloin `i•
with 2 pkgs Center Cut or
C ,
. Breakfast Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs BAR B 0
t
Spiced Meats
with 2 pkgs Fryer Breast (7)
or Fryer Legs
with 39c or more
Bananas
with 2 heeds
Lettuce
with 5-lbs
Potatoes
with 3-lbs
Onions
with one doz
Lemons
with Ys-gel
LoCal Drink

50
so
50
50
50
25
,,..„ &* 25
*1 25
25
25
111—
„ 25
'.

j

Lb
Bag.

with this
coupon end
$5.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
teeth or frozen Milk
product/ and In add.
Mon to any other Pkir"
chore requirements.
thru Tues..zury 14
r,
limit one.
MAJ

\TR
1.1 1,

(3)

64

(6)t,-
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Faye

Termites
Reaches
Rats & Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs

Weds
Bishop

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED
• LUGGAGE
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

F.H A. & V.A.Certifico es hived
'Motto,' Chorg• & Bonk.
Am.r.cord Accepted — Our Sr,res.
tem it Safe to C h dram &
tvERS Termite IL
Pest Control System

Ward Chapel A. M. E. Church
was the setting of the June 10th
wedding of Miss Carolyn Faye
Bridgeforth and Mark Anthony
Bishop. The bride's parents
are Mr. and Mr s. Stonewall
Bridgeforth, who reticle at 1377
Castalia and the groom's parents are Mrs. Isson H. Jackson of 1807 Fairmeade, and Mr.
Jesse H. Bishop Jr. of Chicago,
Illinois.
:IN SPACE RESEARCH — George R. Carruthers is shown
.witk an image intensifier ultra-violet spectograph which
he developed for the Aerohee rocket. A research physicts:
with the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D
The spectograph increases the d etection capabilitic, of
ultra-violet tight from deep space.

THAN'S
ICE,
LOAN UFF
PLEDGES

Call:327-6033 Any

:Re:
stasit
Chi

Z
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FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

PAL
Th

0

Asy Troskle nit SO
Settle/ Driver Limn

Yes Have

4
•

$11.950
No Down
Payment
VA TO MAKE NO RI-PAIRS OR
UTILITY CHECK
689-91 Bethel(174191ex) $10.950
10 rooms, 2 baths, FR1WIS
$250 Down
$12950
5 West Biscayne
6 rooms, 1 bath. Asb..$250 Down
$ 8.950
369-71 Charter
7 rooms. 2 baths. ,4s6. No Down
Payment
IA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS OR
UTILITY CHECK
$ 9,500
3404 Daggett
$250 Down
5 rooms. I bath
$ 8,950
660 Decatur
5 rooms, I bath, Fr. Asb.
$2.50 Down
$1,1.250
1274 Greenwood
8rooms, I bath,AsbIS$250Dow
$ 4,850
649 King Road
4 rooms. I bath, FRI Woodaid
No Down Payment
25 YEAR LO.44,:- VA TO MAKE
NOREPAIRSORU77LITYCHECA
$10,95
508 E. Mallory Ave.
4rooms. I bath, Stone$250Down
154951 Maplewood St. $ 7,750
7room; 2 bat* FRIW1S
NoDolvn Payment
VA TO *TAKEN()REPAIRS OR
UTILITY CHECK
$ 9.150
2432 Norman Ave.
5 rooms. I bath. FR $250 Down
$32750
1136-38 Hanton Ave.
10 room. 2 baths,(Duplexl $1.750
$10.2.50
3384 Rochester
4 rooms, I bath. Asb. $250 Down
S 9.950
1381 Standridgr
brooms, I bath. Asb. $250 Down

C.

\711
14
.
LEARN TO DR

• If

690 h'orth nth Street
11 rooms, 4 baths, Fr.

Is

41111 ;

•

Call
I
Tennessee !hiving School
‘
1
BR 5-3600

The bride was given in marriage by her father.
She wore a gown of silk organza, featuring an empird
bodice and long sleeves, which
were bedecked with pearl s.
at
P.m.
3:00
1970
12,
July
,Seed pearls and lace motifs
-The Mt. Zion Young People's day,
of the adorned the length of the front
Allneal Pageant and Coronation This contest will consist
Mrs. and ,of the gown, accentuated by a
LUCKIEST MAN IN WORLD???
ceremony will be observed Sun- crowning of Mr. and
Zion.
Mt.
Mr.
and
Miss
—little
bow at the waist. The train
the
"Everything he touches turti.s to COLD." Have you ever
The contestants are Vicki cascaded from a bow in
with
this is
sewn
hand
and
s
yell.
Morri
Her
back.
Vickie
Johnson,
heard this quotation? Of course; we all have. Well
trithony Bishop. •
Mark
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Other rCar Renters
ipiewe
crespecial
a
Miss
was
"Little
seed pearls,
Sharon Harbin for
what they say about Bro. Fred Wilson ef Los Angeles,
le the
l
Mt. Zion; Ronald Norman, and ation of Mrs. Agnes Thompson.
California. ordained Dr. of lXvinity; the hest spiritua
June 9. 1970, at the Peyton
Reggie Stillmon for Little "Mr. Mrs. Cynthia Rawls of Chat- due.
g.,
Dui ellka
anythin
on
gamble
Don't
y
Worker in the countr today.
Mt. Zion"; Donna Hawkins, tanooga, Tennessee served as Out of town guests present at Place.
Carl Carson
including numbers, cards, dice, bingo, Dogs, HORSES,until
Wanda Fowler, Dalrymple Sta- matron of honor. She wore a the wedding and reception The couple will live in Nashanswers to you.
n
gown.
Marily
Mr.
length
e
Bishwher
floor
see,
and
Jesse
you talk to him and find out about the "Mule" and the
Mrs.
Tennes
Lee
crepe
and
ville,
ples. Brenda
yellow
were Mr.
Miss
and
Tenwere
Zion
the
by
Martre for Mrs. Mt.
The bridesmaids
op. Jr. and their children, Miss 1Bishop is employed
Tobey. !le makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call for
Larry Brandon and Fred Riley Melanie McWilliams. Miss Ethel Bridgeforth, and M r s. nessee State Department of Ti.
FREE advice 24 hours a day. Advice on love, money Malrunning for Mr. Mt. Zion.
Elaine McCollins, Miss Marsha Idella Bridgeforth. all of Chi- Itle and Registration.
ten,and court cases.
Several quest churches will be Chandler, Miss Deborah Jones, cago. There from Atlanta were
BANK REPOS
invited. Mr. Joseph Bell is Mrs. Ramona Cook of Pitt s- Misses Doris and Jacquelyn
Area Code 213-734-3918 Los Angeles, calif.
U WORK U RIDE
Chairman and Rev. L. D. San- burgh, Pa., Mrs. Jessica Morse Exkeano.
OtIALLETED
ders is Pastor.
of Newark. New Jersey. Mrs. The bride was honored at a
212110
'Hamm H.T
Carmen Basset of Rochester, shower in Knoxville, Tennessee.
CAN YOU USE
16 Weston, Com. V.1. auto $470
Minnesota, and Mrs. Emma given by two of the brides1120
shvo
Cyclone,
'47 Comet
Tennes
Lincoln of Knoxville,
MORE
'0 Rood Ounner, Imp 11••P $1180
maids. Mrs. Ramona Cook and
'K Clam/ buD.. T-B. HT.,
They wore gowns of orangd Mrs, Emma Lincoln. On hear
see.
1110
4-spood
featuring an empire return to Memphis, Mrs. JessiJ, MAKES YOU LOOK crepe, and
'id Mustang, V-1, stick
long sleeves. They ca Morse was the charming
'67 Clfe•T
auto.
OLDER THAN YOIJARE bodice
LOCATIONS
11040
carried bouquets of yellow car- hostess at another shower giv'64 Booneville, loaded
HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
62 C.adillec Wan DeViele 4580
bride.
the
of
en in honor
10000//#0 Rations
GET PREFERENTIAL
'0 VW. &atom/tic. like nen 1100
The groom's best man was A rehearsal dinner was given
SERVICE
s,
Memphi
of
NO DISCRIMINATION
Glen Blankenship
bride and groom
the
JIM McDONALD
of
honor
in
p.
Tennessee. T h e groomsmen by the groom's parents. Mr
ANYONE CAN BUY
MOTOR CO.
t'1118
Long term, 10,1% Loans araiiabli
were Floyd and Horace New- and Mrs. Isson Jackson, on
u. tit •
l.••••
See Any Broker
Memphis, first cousof
sum
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
ins of the groom, Bruce Bradfond, Danny McCord, Henry
Myles, Charles Taylor, James
Simpkins and Carlo Dade.
Flower girls were Misses
For Complete
Manita Guy, Iris Jackson, Tray Service, Local
Qualit
cy LaVondueo, and Lisa BishLong Distant and
op. Master Julian Bishop was
ring bearer.
Storage,
Assisting at the Church recepCall 527-5297 for
tion were Mrs. Jesse Wilburn.
1620 MADISON
FreeEstimates
Mrs. Cleveland Cox, who diE. SHELBY DRIVE
1232
Paul
Mrs.
g:
weddin
rected the
'MS UNION AVE.
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
(WHITEHAYEN)
Stevenson. Mrs. Essie H ill,
493 S. Main St.
• Miss Diane Jones, Mrs. Floyd
j 'Newsum, Sr., Miss Vicky New3244444
5014 POPLAR [AT MENDENHALL)
sum, and Miss Renee LaMon-
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CASH
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T
lYCONTE!
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Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

Oa'

•

MOVING?

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MGreDealer!

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

MIDTOWN

SOUTH

=HER .275:11:8MER

EAST

OPEN 2 J .CLOSED SUNDAY

FIEDDERSsavings
Celebration

Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.

U.S.D.A.

Heavy
Roast

wide*
SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air andltisserin the

18,000 BTU's

-$28495

diemeem ern
mesr Maw.

Save Big on Fadden, the biggest name in air con-.
dition ing. Fedders celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You celebrate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!
Qtase gond Berriedal.
Hantlecine heed prod,
concealed week
it Hi(ler superfest NOW
and le ccol
adissisiss salasastia
deneaalat
Mn farflInclism
control
* Resew Coning Peas*
I.,agers hetdaya
*Posartal debeisidigmben
40 nestubleGernioncel
Felker
.40 Tobtfy enclosed needed
steel cabinet

Beef. Chicken,Turkey
Salsbury or Meatloaf
6-Total
Limit 11 oz

Morton

Dinners

Sacramento

I '24495 I 18495
5
449
'3
FEDDERS,

Air Conditioners
World's Largest Sellingto conicerabi
,ty
e
•Duirrolvi

Atone tnooeft common

Fresh

L. I. OATUM

WHITEHAY—E4255 *WY. 51 SO.
3•4•414”

FRAYSER
3111 MAAS
Miami 311114115

R. O. MOM

LAFAAR

Ketchup

Pork
Sweet Pickles
Steaks
Lb.650

-9*
3

16 oz.

(Boston Butt Lb. 54t )
Fred Montesi Country Style

16 oz, Cans

Kraft Macaroni& Cheese

Pure Pork
2/370 Sa
usage Del-Monte
15% oz.
Knife & Fork 6-Limit
2 Lb. Bag 794p
Prune Juice
Sweet Potatoes 100
Grade "A"
Lucky Leaf 3-Limit
Fryers
32 oz.
Apple Juice sti. 2540 Cut Up Lb.3010 Pillsbury Extra Light
Tray Pak
8 oz.
4/39
Biscuits
Del-Monte Early Garden 6-Limit
Fresh
.
Peas or Whole Kernel 17 oz. Ground
Purex
am—
mi
1940
Corn Family.Style
Super
BURGER
Fred Montesi

Medium

Eggs

noz.

350

ab,
3 lb.pkg.
P'OP
or more lb. IIAPV

Sliced or Crushed

Pear -Halves

Southern Belle

190

20 oz Can

Smoked
17 oz.

290
Hams

BLEACH
390

Gallon

Fied Modes'

'Fred Montesi

Bacon

Buttfortion Lb.610

'Shank Portion Lb.

490

Fadden

54d Off 41 oz. Huineo or .. -ssen Oil

appliance company
SINCE 745

3431 SUMMER
Mimeo 324-44414

I

8,000 BTU's

14,000 BTU'S

89

w Whole

Del-Monte

23,500 BTU's

Big 32 oz. Btl.

Tomatoes

Pineapple

save$40 I save$30 I save$20

AB Stor•s
Open Daily
8 AM. to
9 P.M.

per lb.

230

Drink

Prices in the ad effective noon, July 15 thrue;
We reserve the •—
•-.
midnight July 22
right to limit ouantities. None sold to dealers.

Hunt's

Del-Monte Grape, Orange or Fruit Punch
4-Total Limit
46 oz. Can

{Express
MEM:NALLY POWERFUL.
cools= entire floor of most homes whore
ion exists.

center cut chuck

CHOICE

LI. OA

1

1174 AAIUN
Ph... rsagsars

ic

I POPLAR 1,
5237 POPLAR

Snowdrift Whipped
42 nz

Can

Thu"•
9::

AllPePieweeePelellOillelD•••••11490

The Reverend R. L. McRae
officiated at the ceremonies.
Miss Barbara Neal was organist, and Mr. Alfred Motlow was
•_;tiest soloist.

spon •

tton
knul
Wash

176 $ 178 HALE STREIT JA 64300,

Time

A4

• With this coupon and 5..00 additional poielmee excluding value of counon marehen-•
Althea° gddies (fresh milk products a•
so excluded In compliance with itstee law).
,Couvou expires noon Wade *sdaY. July 15
.11170.
,
One tnnpon per Verna)

r
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.
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DEFENDER

Adult Education Center
Lists Summer Classes

SHOP

MEDICAL
DOCTOR

:TC Memphis City System will ing I
II, Business English,
sponsor Adult Evening Educe Shorthand %, Shorthand %%,
ttn classes this summer at the
Sewing and Food Checker. EARL BELLE SMITH, M.D.
Adult Education Center, 591
This incurable disease which
Washington Avenue.
Day classes are also available
.Registration for the summer In these subjects at the Adult has no effective management
stsslon will begin July 1.
Education Center, Downtown occurs in about one of 500
Classes will be on Monday dc Branch and Adult Education Negro or Black births. Sickle
Itedneaday and Tuesday ds Center, Est Branch. Trade and
Thursday nights from 6:00- Indust courses that will be of- Cell disease causes consider9:: p.m. and 7:00 p.m.-10:00 fered are Air Conditionoing and able disability and above all
p.m.
Refrigeration, Auto Mechanics, shortens the normal expectThe vocational business cours Color TV, Drycleaning, Electri- ancy. The pathetic and ironic
ea that will be offered in the city, M a chinist, Television
fact is that Black people do
night school are Advanced typ- and Radio Repair, Welding, and
not know more about this
ing, Office Machines, Bookkeep- Upholstery.
disease so that they can help
themselves in addition to seeking the medical assistance of
qualified
medical
personnel
in their community. The main
purposes of this article shall
be as follows:
&

• BLACK-OWNED
BUSINESS
CAN BE
BIG BUSINESS
IN MEMPHIS
IF the community at large knows
•you exist
•your type of business
or profession
•the nature of your goods
or services
•your firm's name, location,
telephone number

CVO

ealize the business potential that can be yours.
et your firm registered in the new DIRECTORY
F BLACK-OWNED F,IRMS & PROFESSIONS IN
EMPHIS & SHELBY COUNTY being published
by the Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce.
• Simply fill out the following coupon, detach
and mail today to:
Mr. Clifford Stockton
Human Resources Division
Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce
P. 0. Box 224
Memphis, Tennessee 38101.
Mil all IMP MN MN I=

a
I

1111111

Ina

INI I= 1=1 NM

of Business or Profession
Name
Street
Zip Code
State
City
hone No.
Number of Employees

Signature
Title
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A. Review of basic facts of
this common disease.
B. Elucidation of a Preventive Approach to Sickle
Cell Disease.
C. Establishment o!•
an Organized Approach to
Control this serious disease.
The disease, now, commonly called Sickle Cell Disease
was first described in 1910
through the study of the blood
smear of a Black student which
revealed s i ckle-shaped
red
blood cells. This patient had
shortness of breath, fever,
easy fatigue, rapid pulse rate
and leg ulcers. This picture is
a classical example of SICKLE
CELL ANEMIA. We know that
this disease represents a congenital defect in the hemoglobin molecule; that is the
disease is inherited from one
or both parents. If one parent
is involved the off-spring usually has the "trait" or medically
called the heterozygous variety and if both parents are
afflicted the off-spring will
have sickle cell anemia or
commonly
the
hemozygous
variety.

BILLY HYMAN SAYS:

HYMAN
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Our Best Hyman Interior Latex

$3.99
$3.95

Hyman Porch and Deck Enamel

Gal.
Cal.

CRUSHES, PANS AND ROLLERS, LADDERS, THINNERS, VARNISHES,
ANTIQUING KITS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES IN STOCK
lxi PrefInIshod

Ext. Rough Sawn

PANELING

MAHOGANY SIDING
%'.x4x8 shies
S6.96 per sheet

lit quality Mahogany
1/4" Calotax Hardboard

S2.81
$3.99

Where Fresh Things

Roautiful on any horn or cottage

WE STOCK PRE-MIXED SAKRETE CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIX
Pere vinyl floor filo. Full 11:1 I"
Storm Doors 2-8 or 3-0 prahung self storing, l" aluminum
12" Primed Hardboard Siding No. 2
12" Primed Hardboard Siding No. I
3-0x6-11 Vinyl Folding Door with hardware, 85.99 value
26"x6' Corrugated Plastic Panels
Tub and Shower Enclosures. Rag. ;26.95
16-Ft. Aluminum Extension Ladders
6-Ft. Wood Step Ladders
4x11xlis Pegboard or Hardboard
2x4 Redwood Studs, Precut

$1119
Si.,, ea.

Super Right Blade Cut

$199
".4
S13.915

Chuck
Roast

19
c

WE STOCK ALUMINUM CAMPER WINDOWS AND
WHIRLPOOL AIR CONDITIONERS
HOLLYWOOD ONLY!
Sherwin Williams Wood Stain and Roof Paint
Celotex Suspended Ceiling
Damaged Hush Doors
/
2" Pure Vinyl Floor Tile
Full 8I/2"x81

I

99c GaL

9c Par$ Tile

BUILDERS
SUPPLY,INC.

I

1129 Florida
Dial 541-4535
Biamobis. Tenn.

225

W. Broadway
Dial 423.4410
Forrest City, Ark.

Kraft

54 Pearl St.
Dial 2264541
Grenade, Kim

Bottle

Fresh

Green
Beans
Campbell's

Pork &
Beans

1 Lh

Cdns

Amour

Potted
Meat

CLASSIFIED'
ADS

ByMon Claire

Mayonnaise
Bar-B-Que

This disease is primarily a
"BLACK DISEASE" and thus
truthfully has not received
the publicity, investigations,
finances for research and
general concern in comparison
to so-called diseases primarily
seen in Caucasians; namely,
LEUKEMIA, PHENYLKE
TONURIA and CYSTIC FIBROSIS OF THE PANCREAS.
I don't know one volunteer
organization deeply committed
and concerned on a full-time
basis to SICKLE -CELL
DISEASE, and this includes
white and black. This fact is
highly significant and demands
a
r e -evaluation and selfanalysis of the true facts.

Business Opportunity
1041 Misslaelpgel
For Sale Peggie's Patio. Includes Cafe.
restaurant, and night club plus all
fixtures. Good business, good location. Terms available. Also has rental
property.
PERRY'S REALTY CO.
*74-8343
94e-642l

80

Lb

lc Sq. Ft.

HYMAN
I

Are Happening!

14e par tile
M5
$1$11,7.9,4

501 $
Cans

Red, Ripe,Sugar Sweet

This Great Looking
Bite

Watermelons
2(1 uz.
Buttas

Ketchup

ALL THE PRIZES SHOWN

14 North Main (downstairs) 527-3619

Tri-State Defender
Annual Carrier's Summer Contest

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
••••

Wash &Wear
TAPERED WIG $595

YOU CAN Enjoy the Fun Days
of Summer

.••••••••

II Afro-Wigs $1695& $1995

• Earn Money
• Win Prizes

"JUST KNOCK ON A NEW DOOR"
Add a

RIM

customer to your Route

A & P Small Size

GRADE "A"

WHOLE
FRYERS

LB.

4 Limit Wit S5 00 Grocery Purchase or

Book

3 Lb. Pkg. or More

Rules
1. Base on number sold June 6.

The Dutch
Boy
Beautiful
-Wash &Wear

2. A base of 25 customers weekly.

ONLY

2495

3. Prizes awarded on highest number of new
home delivery.
4. All carriers must agree to submit customer
route list at end of contest to be eligible for
prizes.
5. All contestants
carriers..

must

be verified Defender

All Beef

Hamburger Lb
JANE PARKER

WHITE
BREAD

(2°0,,

PRICES EXPIRE SAT., JULY 11th

Expert Styling $350
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY HE AT MON CLAIRE

a

PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN I !!I I
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN

423 N. Cleveland
213 Fraysor Blvd.
5990 Hwy 51 South
2833 Lanair Ave.
1500 S. Lauderdale
3561 Park Ave
3200 Parkons,Rd. South 2464 Poplar Ave.
4770 Poplar Ave
3473 Summer Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.

tiC

te •
•

Pate
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JSC Tigers Produce In Spite Of Record
One of the most dreaded aninals in the jungle is the tiger
Ted the worst kind of tiger is
hungry one. To say that the
•ackson State College football
-igers are hungry would be
omewhat of an underLaternent. The mighty Blue
'1engals of the Capital City aborted their worst won-lost recd since 1951, with a 2-6 showng.

Under John Merritt in 1951,
the Tigers came up with only
one triumph to show for the
season, but laid the groundwork
for successful teams that produced some of the most o u tstanding gridders in the nation. To name a few: Willie
Richardson of the Baltimore
Colts; Lem Barney of the Detroit Lions; Verlon Biggs of the
New York Jets, Ben McGee of

the Pittsburgh Steelers; a n d One catise for the early zest was referring to the SWAC More than 75 men are expect- out one year of ineligibility Pherson regards the Greenville
Harold Jackson of the Phila- at Jackson State might be that opener with Prairie View at ed out for practice, but the and it's no secret that "Killer" lad as one of the most promildelphia Eagles. Each one has the Tigers are aware that Mississippi Memorial Stadium Tigers will be allowed to keep is relying heavily on their tal-' ing prospects in the conference.
been all-pro selection.
they'll be playing one-quarter on September 19 After Prairie 44 on athletic scholarship as ents. The five are: Otis Strick- He will be used at flanker and
Head Coach, U. S. "Killer" of a season more than last View, the Bengals take on new- the SWAC requires.
land, 6'1", 250 pound tackle; on the specialty teams where
McPherson, coming to Jack- year In 1969, they trotted on- comer Kentucky State on Oc- Returning at quarterback will Chris Moore, 6'3", 235 pound his "shiftness" can be utilized.
son from Arkansas AM&N, has to the field eight times, b u t tober 3, then it's travel time as be junior Robert Kelly, 6'4", defensive end; Bryce Tate, 6'- Two other Richardson brothers,
the "Monkey on his back" aft- they will play a full ten-game they trek to Bishop College in 210 pound performer from Gulf- 4", 240 pound linebacker; and both sophomores, are on the
er going through his rookie slate this go-round
Dallas, Texas, October 10; port, Mississippi. He was se- Hosea hi
65", 285 squad and are expected to perncki
season with only two triumphs Non-conference foes, Lane Southern University, Ba ton lected second team All-SWAC pound tackle.
form well. Charles, a 5'11",
for the proud J-Staters. H o w- College, Kentucky State, Bish- Rouge, Louisiana, October 17; last year and could be the key
Also to be counted on are Je- 160 pound split end, closely reever, the "Killer's" current op College, and Texas Luther- Grambling College, October 24; to Jackson State's fortunes
rome Barkum, ' an All-SWAC sembles his brother, Will
crew has an enormous appetite an have been added to the and Texas Lutheran, October The big running
backs from tight end as a sophomore last and Ernest, the biggest of the
11111.111111111111111111.111.111116111111111111”
to win. The 1970 Tigers plan to Bengal Southwestern Athletic 31.
/
2", 205.pounds is
last season are gone, and Mc- fall and co-captain Charles El- lot at 6'41
overcome, and it is easy to see Conference schedule, making it, The Tigers don't return home Pherson has stated
that, "It'll lis. Barkum ended the season looking sharp at cornerback.
why the Bengal boss isn't too indeed, a challenging one. Mc- until November 7, (over a take good passing
to pull up among the top for SWAC re- Other hopefuls pegged for
worried - outwardly. The Ti- Pherson is jubilant about the month's absence) when they that 2-6 showin
g. Defense ceivers in '69 and. McPherson starting duty are Emmanuel
gers are fired up, no doubt ten-game slate and is shopping meet Texas Southern Univer- was poor all around in
'69, and has expressed tremendous con- 7,anders, 6'2", 285 pound tackle
about it, and they are really around for an eleventh game to sity for homecoming. An open that will have
to be improved, fidence in Ellis who has been from Demopolis, Alabama:
fired up with killer-spirit. In be played on the Tigers' open date crops up November 14; too." 51cPherson's
ace-in-the- shifted to end - from center - James Moore, 63", 228 pound
fact, they hit so hard during date. "I'd like to get a game: and then. it's Archrival, Alcorn hole (no connection
intended for his senior season.
sophomore guard from Philaspring drills that McPherson with someone on our level to A&M College, November 27,
to his play-system based on a
delphia; Leon Gray, 6'4", rg
Another
factor
on
the
JSC
atis "more-than-a-little" concern- see what we can really do be- Statistically speaking, t h e deck of cards)
may be big for- tack could be Allen Richardson, pound sophomore tackle frore
ed about what their physical fore the fireworks start, so we Capital Citians are in pretty mer Golden Lions
who came a younger brother of Willie Olive Branch, Mississippi; Al,
conditions will be when the test have scheduled Lane," said fair shape as they return 20 of with him when
he left Arkansas Richardson, an all-time great. fred Clanton, split end junior
comes.
McPherson, as he obviously 33 lettermen from last f a 11. AM&N. The group had to
sit At 5'9" and 158 pounds, Mc- from Tupelo, Mississippi; and
James Easterling, 5'11", 215
pound fullback from Collins.
Howard Franklin, a 6'3", 260
sophomore
pound
defensive
tackle from Mobile, Alabama:
Bobby Harvey, 65", 252 pound
sophomore from Carthage,
4111.111=191161111111•11d•
Henry Hall, 61", 21s pound
sophomore from Collins a n 4
Tfieodis Davis, 61", 235 pound
MIIIM111111111111111111111111111111111:
middle linebacker from Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
Defensive
2
halfbacks are Darrell Hagan
from Louisville, Kentucky; Ed.
ward Wimberly, Montgomery,
ALBANY, Ga. - The Albany
Alabama; and Clifton Lee of
A
State - Tennessee State footHouston, Texas, all of w h o in
ball clash, boomed as the "bigare sophomores.
gest game ever in Southwest
Two surprises for the Tigers
Georgia," has been switched
could be Vernon -Evans, halfto Macon's Porter Stadium.
back from Hill High School,
Announcement of the change
Jackson, and James Payton,
111111111111it1i lei
itsititinning was made here by the College's
6'4", 230 pounder from Moss
athletic director, Obie W.
Point, who has been tried at
. Black athletes who know Peter O'Malley. the O'Neal, and the faculty athletic
running back after operating
. pung president of the Los Angeles Dodgers, weren't chairman, Dr. Billy C. Black.
at defensive tackle last season
The Ram - Tennessee State
as a freshman, may do the
:.arprised when he hired Don Newcombe to a front grid
encounted has been destrick. Top-notch recruiting prof Ice position with the club. O'Malley, they insist is ignated as the Central City
spects are: Tim Franks of Mo( 31or blind . . . It took a long time but Hank Classic and will be played in
bile, Alabama, one of the most
'aron the super star of the Atlanta Braves is finally Macon's Porter Stadium. In
sought-after field generals in
disclosing the switch, O'Neal
the nation, and Crystal Springs'
?ginning to reap some benefits through commercial said that the Albany State Henry Guynes, a running back.
iclorsements. In the past Aaron has been outspoken Morris Brown game on October
All in all, it boils down to
which was originally set as
his criticism of the use of black athletes in endorse- 31,
how much the Tigers are
the Central City Classic, has
smarting from last season and
lents.
now been returned here and
how much they want to w i n.
Mac Foster, the promising young heavyweight who will be played on the Mills
It depends also, on how much
littered a TKO at the hands of Jerry Quarry last Memorial turf.
they can absorb from the talThe change became necesents of the coaching staff. Mc•eek, has the same weakness that most converted sary after an appeal to the "BEEFY" QUARTET Bruce Taylor (6-2, 260), triad
ponents. Willie Parker, in his first year at the Rams'
Pherson heads an exce/lent
helm, is expecting this four-some, along with Reggie Forbes
outhpaws display in the ring. He can't throw a right ilocal stadium authorities' and Pittman (6-4, 310), Ike Bland (6-5, 275) and Walt
staff which includes W. C. Gor(6-3, 240) to key the .SC defense.
board officials to use Johnson 16-3, 270) - gives Albany (Ga.). State College
and punch off a jab. Until he masters that combina- school
a solid defensive front line to face the Rams' '76 grid opdon, head offensive coach, a
the local stadium for the night
Tennessee State graduate; Ed'on he'll never beat the top contenders . . . Clarence of September 26 fell on deaf
die Sherrod, backfield coach,
.;egler, the top tackle prospect with the Pittsburgh ears. It was revealed that the
Arkansas AM&N; Carmen
• teelers from South Carolina State College. has a Monroe-Tiff County contest has
Weather, defensive line coach,
been scheduled for that night.
Mississippi Valley State; Mar-Duple of unique characteristics on his side. An honor "We are moving the game
tin Epps, head defensive coach,
Taduate from South Carolina. Kegler also rates away from Albany because it
Fisk University; Robert H i I
would be suicide financially to
ifgh as a swimmer. At 6-5 and 260 pounds he should play
offensive coordinator and lice
the Tennessee State game
coach, JSC; and Luger* Jones,
i)e able to make plenty of waves.
at the time we have been told
wide receivers and flanker
When we reported several months ago that Michi- that the stadium is available,"
cpach, Arkansas AM&N,
O'Neal
said.
"We
certainly
hate
ALBANY, Ga. - Thrity-one slight edge.
an State cage star, Ralph Simpson was ready to jump
2401 at center, and Regino Alex- bulwark fo the Rams's defens- In what is usually the
to move this game from this
rule
ito the pros. several readers said we were off base. area where we have many year old Willie Parker inherits Sylvester Bing (6-1, 175), who ander (6-0. 235) and William ive front. Johnson, prior to and not the exception in the
28 lettermen, including 18 reg- is within reach of ASC's career Tift (5-11, 210) at guards, Larry suffering torn cartilages in the
SWAC, surprises are plentiful,
,ast week's events in which Simpson's contract with loyal followers, but the choice ulars, from last year's Ram pass catching mark, heads up
Bryant, the 6-4, 235 pound fourth game of the season in
he American Basketball League was nullified by the is necessary if we hope to keep squad as the basic material a bumper crop of receivers. In Palatka. Fla. "Sugar-Bear" '69, was the surprise of the and don't be overcome if the
mighty Blue Bengals regain
upgrading our athletic proommissioner, shows we weren't all wet . . . Like gram. This game is important for his first season as Albany addition to Bing (27 passes for and Robert Hatcher (6-3, 285) year. In less than four games their lofty status in football in
(Ga.) State College's fifth head 361 yards), the Rams have Stan will see action at more than one he had a total of 69 initial
11 baseball players trying to break a slump. outfield- to our financial success this football coach.
Pritchett (6-2, 190) and Art interior line post as backups of tackles to his credit. A repeat the southwestern portion of the
year."
country.
'r Reggie Jackson is having his problems. "You want
If he can weld together a co- Cameron 16-5, 220) back in the the front line.
performance this year coyld
McPherson feels and believes
Black,
more
adamant
in
his
hesiveness with any degree of fold. Add to this trio the name
Roosevelt Richardson (6-1, very well stamp him for All that his crew should have
o try every idea that comes into your head," Jackson criticism of the city's
won
stadium consistency, missing ingredient of Frank Mobley (6-4, 1901, who
180) now becomes the "leader American contention Gigantic three other games in '69:
;ays. "After awhile you're like a mosquito in a nudist and school board officials, said, on offense and defense
Arin last missed the entire season as a of the bandits" in the defens- Iriad Pittman (6-5, 310), Bruce kansas
AM&N, Prairie View,
!amp. You don't know where to start.- ...Willie "For five years now, we have year's 3-6 performance, it could frosh due to a knee injury and ive secondary where lithe Taylor 6-1. 260) and Re Bland
and Texas Souther n. But,
been paying first-rate prices to signal a renaissance in the surgery. and David Whitaker
13avis of the Dodgers who took a long time before he use
Lucious Davis (5-11, 170) has (6-5, 260 complement Johnson
the stadium, but they're Rams' grid fortunes.
6-2, 210), a tight end prospect. also become a fixture. Wayne and Forbes is the defensive that's in the past. So, if the
J-Staters were a better ball
.- 3egan living up to his potential as a top star, says (the authorities) continually
Offensively, his club returns Mobley, as a heralded prep Johnson (6-0. 182), who has front.
club than their 2;6 mark shows,
.re wants to reach the $100,000 a year mark before he giving us second-rate consider- virtually intact, with only run- performer. caught 86 passes as "blue-chip" credentials, inher- Jimmy
"Jimbo Cosby (6-2 rapid-like success wouldn't be
ation on available dates. It's
tangs 'em up. Right now he's making $65.000 but absolutely
ning back Ron Woods missing a high school sensation in Mad- its the cornerback post vacat- 205) and Al Denmark (6-3. 225) too difficult.
unrealistic for them
ison, Fla.
ed by Dixon. The safety post
For the record, Alcorn won
his future appears bright.
not to even consider our only from this unit.
The offensive interior front opposite Davis, the fastest man will man the defensive flanks
On
defense,
the
key
losses
while Johnny Seabrooks 6-1 the SWAC title last year Juan Pizarro, the former major league pitcher, request in that period of time occurred in the secondary returns virtually intact with on the club, is up for grabs, 2001
who turned out to be a with a tie by Arkansas which
a night date."
Dave Woodard (6-3, 250) and but Jimmy Sellars (5-11, 175)
appears to have found the fountain of youth while forThe
"real find." Herbert McCall blotted their mark; MVSC
rental rate for the Mills where wondrous Willie Dixon Robert Russ (6-2, 255) at tackcould have the inside track. (6-0, 205) and Henry Swift then knocked off
pitching for the Hawaii Islanders in the Pacific Coast structure are the same whether ruled the roost.
Arksnsas, and
les, Charles Montgomery (6-2, Hugh Hicks (5-11, 170), who
Parker, with a
gruelling
(6-3, 235) are the key perform- the Tigers ran over MVSC to
day
or
night
five
won
usage.
in
had
hander
The ASC
League. At last look the left
specializes in kick and punt ers at linebacker.
the tune of 51-2,
athletic chairman contends it schedule, will be aiming at getreturns, is also a contender Plagued last year
a row. Still, few major league clubs would be willing is not equitable
ting the Rams off on a winning
Much of the same goings-on
by old ailfor the College
for the safety position.
to give Pizarro another shot because of his reputation 'o be forced to pay the same note, picking up where they
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